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Abstract
Accesses to 3D character models are becoming more and more handy and affordable
through 3D scanning, reconstruction, artistic sculpting, etc. Animating these characters to tell a story opens up many applications in educations, communications, scientific research and entertainments. Current procedure of character animations requires
considerable amount of labor and time dedicated by many skilled and talented artists.
Exploring potentials in a character shape together with a set of example meshes in varied
poses to enhance the animation methodology will definitely help in producing animations
efficiently. However, most of those examples are pure geometry meshes and lack sufficient topology and pose information, which are critical in producing faithful animations.
Meanwhile many available example meshes are too complex to use directly for animation
production and associated computing demands heavy memory and CPU load. To tackle
the above problems, in this dissertation, a set of methods is proposed and investigated
to facilitate animation by exploring the potentials of example meshes. These methods,
as the results demonstrate, provide an effective pipeline for generating faithful, visually
pleasing and pose consistent animations.
In this dissertation, first, a novel method on skeletonization from examples using
harmonic one-forms is proposed. Extracting skeletons from 3D objects is challenging,
especially for finding exact centered skeletons. The proposed method is motivated by the
observation that many real-world deformations are isometric or near isometric from the
global point of view. Compared to existing skeletonization methods, using harmonic oneforms bears no restriction on the connectivity of the input meshes, which is a common
situation when a character is digitized in varied poses.
Second, a method of pose parameterization of given example meshes is proposed. Pose
parameters are suggested in this dissertation as Euler angles and scaling values for skeletal
i
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joints. Arguments for this choice are discussed in details. To recover these parameters
from example meshes, a rough skinning model, known as skeletal subspace deformation
(SSD), is assumed. Using SSD, a character in rest pose is skinned to the skeleton obtained
by the above skeletonization method. Positions of skeletal joints in example poses are
found by solving a nonlinear minimization problem. The skeleton structure together
with joint positions in example poses serve as input to the parametrization scheme which
outputs semantic pose parameters for flexible manipulations. These pose parameters, in
turn, are used to enhance the underlying SSD by fitting joint weights using Non-Negative
Least Squares (NNLS).
Third, taking the above recovered skeleton and pose parameters as input, an improved
shape interpolation method is proposed by inserting an inverse operator to existing Pose
Space Deformation (PSD), which interpolates example geometries at runtime. Pose consistent animation is therefore generated. The analysis of reasons why an inverse operator
is superior is investigated in details. A practical framework on implementation of the
inverse operator in production environment is presented by formulating an optimization
problem, which is solved using Powell minimization.
Fourth, SSD is augmented to Spherical Blending Skinning (SBS), an existing method
to blend transformations using quaternions, which is integrated with the improved PSD
to tackle some difficult animation problems such as elbow twist.
Finally, augmented deformation sensitive decimation (ADSD) is proposed to present
example meshes in multiresolution forms, which provides flexible level of details for animations. During the decimation, the connectivities throughout all example meshes are
maintained given any specific resolution while large deformations in some examples are
respected at the same time. The dimensions of some linear systems dependent on example
geometries can be reduced using the decimated examples with guaranteed connectivities.
The results demonstrate that using examples is distinguished from the traditional
animation methods since it automates the procedure in skeletonization, skinning (rigging)
and posing. Meanwhile, the generated animation is scalable as applications or users
desire.

ii
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Background and Motivation

(
Explore Potentials of
Examples

Definition of Controllers

Parameterization of
Examples

Skinning Methods

Representation

Animation
-/

Character Animation From Examples
Figure 1.1: Problem Space
3D animation has been found not only in movies and games, but also in many other
fields like scientific simulation, behavior modeling, education, artificial intelligence, etc.
In the broad range of 3D animation, which includes rigid motion, cloth and fur simulation
or particle effects etc., animating articulated characters is very challenging, since a small
artifact can be easily detected by any one who needs not to be a professional animator.
1
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Producing character animation is therefore challenging. It not only requires large amount
of time and effort, but also requires animators be talented, well-skilled, expert in wide
range of knowledge and capable of discerning slight details with sharp eyes. Hence a large
scale production definitely means a long term procedure with heavy labors involved. On
the other hand, the demand of art orientated form of 3D animation cannot be easily
satisfied by using a uniform mathematic model, although there are many software and
tools to assist animation productions.
Producing animation from examples in 2D is a common practice. Key frames are usually drawn first and then, guided by these key frames, in-between frames are generated
either manually or automatically. While in 3D, key-framing is a concept borrowed from
2D and the work flow is very different. In 3D, a model of a character is first setup in the
rest pose, and then bound to a skeleton or other control objects. The relation between
the model and control objects are built through a sequence of tedious experiments, which
are called "rigging" or "skinning". After that, the controllers will be configured with specific values to obtain desired poses at different time frames, which is called "posing". For
other frames, an interpolation scheme will cope with how to calculate the values of control
objects with which the shape of the 3D character will be deformed accordingly. Although
there is also a key-frame concept, the entire work flow only involves one 3D shape that is
setup in the rest pose. This dissertation considers how to animate a character providing a
set of shapes in varying poses. Nowadays, more and more well posed character examples
are available through artistic drawing, 3D scanning and physical or anatomical modeling.
Especially 3D scanning, which measures real 3D objects and produces accurate digital
format, is not a costly procedure any more and the relevant technologies such as mesh
parameterization and registration are sufficiently mature that digital results from 3D
scanning can be used for producing animations. Exploring the capability of these examples for representing visually pleasing or anatomically faithful deformations to assist
2
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animation production is the key goal of this dissertation. To achieve this target, a set of
problems need to be explicitly presented in technical point of view. They are illustrated
in Figure 1.1 and discussed in details in the next section.

1.2

Problem Statement

How t o Extract Skeletons from 3D Objects
In terms of character animation, a skeleton bound to a character is perhaps the most
common and convenient tool. Manually building a skeleton with most joints centered
in the character is a tedious procedure. And further, placing those joints in physically
correct positions is challenging. Many methods are dedicated to this field to seek an
exactly centered skeleton for a single 3D object. But most of these results cannot be
used directly in animations since the skeleton of a character is usually referred as a tree
structure of bones linked by joints. The hierachical relation and positions of joints should
follow basic anatomic rules. Designing a scheme to extract the skeleton of a character by
exploring its example geometries in varied poses is thus promising and intuitive given that
example meshes are anatomically faithful. Therefore, by considering sufficient number of
mesh examples, of which deformations are generated by skeletal joints, correct positions
of these joints can be obtained through optimization procedures.
How t o Find Pose Parameters
Given example geometries, control objects and a skinning model, appropriate pose
parameters corresponding to each example geometry have to be found. Abstractly, this
procedure is called parametrization of example geometries as shown in Figure 1.1. A good
parametrization can provide a flexible interface to animators to fine tune the parameters.
On the other hand, if a runtime interpolation from examples is needed, pose parameters
are necessary to serve as interpolation variables.
How t o Represent Example Shapes
3
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Almost all shapes or models used in animation productions are represented using
polygonal meshes. They are simple, flexible and supported by GPU for rendering. But
most of these meshes are too detailed to be used directly, finding a method to represent
example shapes with reasonable details to perform animation efficiently is a key issue
for this research. Progressive decimation is usually adopted to handle this problem for
a static mesh. However for multiple meshes (examples), maintaining the connectivity
throughout all examples is critical to animations since example-based approach usually
requires runtime interpolation which is performed based on each vertex. Thus, the representation should provide continuous level of details as a user or an application requires
and still maintain the connectivity for decimated example meshes.
How to Animate (Deform) a Shape
3D shapes are commonly animated by attaching a reduced control objects such as
skeletons, free-form grids, curves or other handles. Manipulating these control objects
will drive the movement of original shapes. No matter which types of objects are used,
animating 3D shapes can be generalized as a deformation problem: given some predefined
constraints (yielding by manipulating control objects or some parts of original shapes),
find the physically best positions of all components of the shape. In character animation,
this procedure is normally referred as skinning (rigging or developing). In this dissertation, the problem is extended to how to animate a shape with a set of examples in
different poses using a skeleton. In other words, considering a shape and its associated
skeleton, the task is to find an appropriate relation that indicates which part of shape is
influenced by which part of skeleton and by which method.
How to Explore Potential of Examples
Generating a shape or a deformation effect in animation productions is more of an
artistic taste than a technical problem. Editing deformations manually in each frame
demands tremendous labors and most likely lead to many inconsistent motions. Introducing examples and blending them to generate smooth motion are a natural interaction
4
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and combination of computer automation and human effort. The conventional pipeline of
animation should be revised if extra example shapes are available. How to add these examples seamlessly still remains unresolved. Technologically, deformations induced from
examples should be respected by the underlying skinning model. In this dissertation, a
rough model is first assumed and how to enhance this model based on given examples is
investigated.

1.3

Overview of Methods

According to the description of related problems in the previous section, the methods
proposed and investigated in this dissertation include l)Extracting skeletons from examples using harmonic, one-forms. The extracted skeleton for a character is well centered,
anatomically structured and positioned. 2)Pose parameterization based on extracted
skeletons by assuming a rough skinning model Subspace Skeleton Deformation (SSD).
The obtained pose parameters together with the given example meshes can improve the
SSD model by fitting joint weights. These pose parameters are semantic meaningful
for users and can serve as interpolation variables for shape blending. 3)Pose Space Deformation (PSD) is improved by inserting an inverse operation, which is implemented
by formulating an optimization problem in production environment. 4)Spherical Blend
Skinning (SBS) is modified to remove artifacts induced by the conventional method SSD.
The improved PSD is performed on SBS to improve visual qualities. 5) Example meshes
will be reconstructed into muliresolution forms using augmented deformation sensitive
decimation (ADSD), which can maintain the connectivities of the given example meshes
during the decimation and respect the large deformations at the same time. All the above
methods will be combined together for applying PSD on progressively decimated examples with recovered pose parameters to generate visually pleasing and pose consistent
animation.
5
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1.4

Organization

The proposed methods and relevant techniques involved in this dissertation are a set
of encompassing approaches for articulate character animation from examples, which
imposes nontraditional work flow, and therefore there are no restrictions on how to utilize
the proposed methods to perform a complete animation task. However, the way that
these methods are organized in this dissertation is more like a traditional pipeline, which
presents tight connections to real productions.
• Related literature reviews given in Chapter 2 include shape representation, mesh
editing and deformation, harmonic one-forms and Reeb graph, skinning and animation.
• In Chapter 3, a skeletonization method is presented by applying harmonic oneforms, of which iso-curves and Reeb graph are extracted. Initial joint positions
are obtained by measuring the mean curvature from iso-curves. And the final
skeleton positions are obtained by solving an optimization scheme by minimizing
the distance between Reeb graph and initial joints.
• In Chapter 4, a method to parameterize the example poses is investigated. Pose
parameters are defined as a set of Euler angles and scaling values. An optimization
scheme is formulated to find these parameters.
• Inverse Pose Space Deformation (IPSD) is analyzed in Chapter 5. A practical
optimization scheme is proposed for production environment.
• In Chapter 6, Spherical Blend Skinning (SBS) is modified to replace the conventional method of skeletal subspace deformation. Performing PSD upon SBS as a
further step is taken to increase visual qualities.
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• In Chapter 7, example meshes are reconstructed using augmented deformation sensitive decimation. Together with parameterization results from Chapter 4, PSD is
performed again upon progressive decimated examples to obtain scalable animations.
• Conclusions and Future works are generalized in Chapter 8.
• In Appendix A, implementing issues are presented including several factors such as
software framework, dependent libraries, pseudo code and system integration.

7
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
To achieve character animation using computers, a series of techniques will be reviewed
in this chapter.

First, a character has to be represented by a specific form defined

either discretely or analytically. Shape representation is a classic topic which is studied
throughout the advancement of computer graphics. Related research is still conducted
actively even today. Second, given a shape, spatial changes present another wide research
field. For 3D shapes, deformation methods need to follow some geometric or physical
laws when inducing changes or movements. Conventionally, deforming a shape is mainly
achieved by manipulating some handlers or controllers attached to that shape. How
to build the relationship between shapes and their associated controllers for articulated
characters is called skinning (rigging or enveloping). Skinning is reviewed in the third
part in this dissertation. What follow are animation techniques which are practiced and
explored both in industries and academia.

2.1

Shape Representation

Boundary representation (a.k.a B-rep) is introduced in Solid Modeling, which is used
to represent shapes by using boundaries to identify the solid and non-solid part. In
this dissertation, this concept is borrowed to describe the property of surface models.
Regardless of solid part, the boundary of a shape is equivalent to a surface.
9
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Figure 2.1: From the Left to the Right: Polygonal Mesh, NURBS Surface, Subdivision
Surface

2.1.1

Local Boundary Representations

The two categories, point clouds [75, 85] and meshes [52, 70] belong to local boundary
representations. By local it means that this kind of representations provides no priori
global information, such as the figural hierarchy of an object [154]. Nevertheless they
are used widely, since the control and manipulation are easy and straightforward. Polygonal mesh comprises geometries together with topology to describe a complete shape.
Geometries consist of a set of vertices with Cartesian coordinates (x, y, z) denoting their
spatial positions, while topologies are encoded in a set of faces, each of which has a list
of vertex indices. Triangle mesh is a subset of polygonal mesh just because each face
is a triangle. This type of mesh presents distinctive advantages as each face comprising
only three vertices is co-planar, thus algorithms on representing and manipulating are
easier to implement and more robust. In contrast to the advantages of meshes such as
flexible, easy and robust, this representation tends to have too many redundant faces,
say, millions, which is far more than necessary.

2.1.2

Global Boundary Representations

This kind of representations provides a mechanism to represent global structure for objects. By global it means that a succinct mathematic formulation can present a complete
10
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shape. This type is further divided into explicit and implicit forms.
In explicit forms, each surface point has an explicit mathematic expression such as
B-spline or NURBS surface [109]. In contrast to explicit models, implicit representations
involve an implicit equation to locate the surface points [50]. Different equations produce
different models, such as algebraic surfaces [138, 139], superquadrics [23], hyperquadrics
[43, 67]. B-Spline or NURBS surface present a set of advantages in computer-aided design
applications. They can represent smooth shapes by nature, and are efficient to evaluate.
A group of geometric operations are supported as well for the convenience of designers.
Explicit representation also provides the ease for texture mapping. Since explicit form is
actually a linear sum, local property is well maintained such that manipulating one control point will not influence other points. However, since the topology of a single NURBS
surface is equivalent to rectangle sheet, modeling complex shapes is achieved by sewing
together a set of individual NURBS surfaces. This operation will dramatically increase
the difficulty of NURBS modeling because the smoothness of boundaries of different
patches is hard to maintain and seams may occur without carefully designed procedures.
Recently, Sederberg et al. propose T-spline surfaces in which control grids permit Tjunctions [126]. In contrast, implicit surface can be used to represent complicated shapes
such as a tube with multiple branches. It is also much easier to evaluate the inside or
outside of implicit shape for a bounded shape. But since adjusting a single parameter of
an implicit function may result in a completely different shape, implicit representation
usually lacks local properties and employing deformation is therefore difficult. However,
some specific forms such as A-patches [21], which present a Bernstein-Bezier form within
a tetrahedron, is able to provide local controls.

2.1.3

Subdivision Surfaces

Subdivision surfaces bridge the flexibility of polygon mesh and the smoothness of parametric patches [55]. There are two parts of a subdivision surface: a polygonal mesh as a
11
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base shape and a set of subdivision rules indicating how the base shape should be subdivided. Applying a step of subdivision to the mesh will incur a smoother form through
inserting new vertices by predefined rules. Theoretically, unlimited steps of subdivisions
should yield a smooth shape. Therefore, subdivision surfaces present nice features from
both of polygonal mesh and parametric surfaces (B-spline or NURBS). Flexible manipulations can be applied to the base mesh, and the subdivision operations maintain the
smoothness. The limit surface can provide parameterization for texture mapping. Some
of the above mentioned representation methods are illustrated in Figure 2.1

2.1.4

Surface Reconstruction Methods

Many surface reconstruction methods addressing different applications have been crafted
based on different additional knowledge about the input data. Normally, we can classify
this area as follows. First, parametric reconstruction methods dedicate to embedding
reconstructed surface f(S) C R3 (S C R2) in a 2-dimensional parameter domain. Bolle
et al. discuss reconstruction of surfaces by a topological embedding f(S)

of a plane

region S into R3 [30]. Brinkley considers the reconstruction of surfaces that are slightly
deformed spheres [34]. Schmitt et al. choose cylinders [124] while Goshtasby works with
cylinders and tori [62]. Second, function reconstruction methods mainly involve building
a function / , for a surface S, a set {xi G Dl} and a set {yi G D2} ( Dl C R3, D2 C R3),
determine / : Dl —• D2, such that /(£j) ~ y\- Carr et al. use globally supported radial
basis functions to fit data points by solving a large dense linear system [36]. Another
approach in this direction defines the distance field as the distance to a locally fitted
surface. Hoppe et al. define the signed distance field as the distance to a locally fitted
tangent plane [76]. Third, a group of approaches is through Delaunay triangulation. The
surface is a subset of the faces of the Delaunay triangulation on the data points. Nina
et al. present the Power Crust algorithm, which employs the medial axis transformation
[11, 12].
12
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2.1.5

Multiresolution Representation

Figure 2.2: Multiresolution Representation of Bunny. From the front to the back: 34834
vertices, 5357 vertices, 1216 vertices, 284 vertices.
The aim of multiresolution representation is to distinguish between high-frequency
detail information that has to be preserved and the low-frequency shape that users want
to edit [31]. Given a shape with detailed geometries, constructing a multiresolution
representation can be achieved by progressive decimation, which leads to a series of
surfaces Sm-i,...,

S0 with decreasing level of geometric details. A surface with scale of

details which can be specified by users can be found in [116] or by some rules in [73].
Multiresolution representation can also be built from a coarse shape by applying a set
of subdivision steps. The resulting shape is smooth but lacks geometric details. Static
mesh decimation has been well studied and documented. Luebke provides a survey in
the field of polygonal simplification from a developer's point of view [101]. Garland and
Heckbert propose the QSlim decimation scheme to perform progressive decimation on
polygonal mesh [61]. In this method, if two vertices are to be collapsed, an optimal
vertex is found by minimizing the sum of its distances to ingoing planes of the original
two vertices, of which adjacent vertices will be re-connected to the newly found vertex.
13
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That sum of distances can be treated as the contraction cost for one edge. Initially, this
cost should be zero (no contraction exists for the original mesh). Costs for all edges will
be arranged in a priority queue, which will be updated immediately after applying one
contraction. In summary, edge contraction will be performed iteratively until the given
resolution is reached. Figure 2.2 presents the Bunny with varied resolutions. Mohr and
Gleicher proposes deformation sensitive decimation (DSD) by summing corresponding
contraction costs from all examples [106]. The contraction strategy is the same as [61],
but the order governed by the priority queue is determined by the costs from all associated
examples. The value of each component in that queue is a linear sum of contraction
costs for corresponding edges in all examples. This work contributes to the scenario
that a group of meshes with the same topology is considered, and during decimating the
topology should be maintained. In this dissertation, DSD is augmented by adopting a
linear sum of squared edge costs as key values for the priority queue. This strategy will
nicely preserve large decimation in some particular examples while maintaining topology
correspondence.
Kircher and Garland propose a multiresolution representation for deforming surfaces,
in which the connectivity is adapted for building suitable hierarchy in each frame [86].
DeCoro and Rusinkiewicz address simplification problems on skeletal models [51]. Huang
et al. extend DSD and combine static reference connectivity and dynamic updating to
approximate simplified deformations [78]. All these methods cannot maintain topology
correspondence and therefore are not suitable for blending example shapes.

2.2

Mesh Deformation and Editing

A single visible shape may not be sufficiently useful in computer graphic applications.
Users would like to make manipulations or editions. Deformation is thus a family of
methodologies in manipulating and editing shapes as users desired. Angelidis and Singh
14
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Figure 2.3: Barr-Style Deformations (Image Courtesy of [134])
generalize techniques in space deformations for modeling [14]. Deforming shapes is usually achieved by manipulating pre-designed handles attached to the shape. The handles
are either visible or non-visible although designing a flexible and easy-to-use handle is a
non-trivial task. Given initial shapes and associated handles, a function which defines
the relationship between the handles and shapes is what deformation techniques usually
address. The function can be either linear or non-linear. Mario Botsch and Olga Sorkine
provide a nice survey on recent advances in linear deformations normally constrained by
non-skeleton handles [32]. Milliron et al. provide a general treatment for varied free-form
deformation techniques [105].
In the following, deformation techniques are reviewed according to the varied handles.
Nevertheless, there are deformation techniques in which no user controls are involved
such as the geometric transformations proposed by Barr [24]. These deformations, space
tapering, twisting and bending etc. (see the Figure 2.3), are generalized as functions of
coordinates of initial shapes. Function values yield new coordinates in deformed positions,
while the Jacobian matrix of the function helps in evaluating tangent and normal vectors
of deformed shapes.

2.2.1

Point / Parameter Handles

An object shape is usually modelled through a mathematic function of a set of parameter
control points. Handles can be defined either as object points or as parameter control
15
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points. Deformation is performed by manipulating these points. Manipulating control
parameters requires users to have sufficient understanding of the underlying mathematics,
while direct tuning of object points is more intuitive. Hsu et al proposed a frame work for
deformations with object point handles [77]. In this work object shape is still represented
as a function of control points while the deformation is conducted by directly manipulating object points, which would induce an alteration to the control points. Finding a
suitable alteration is achieved through a least squares approach such that the deformed
object shape reaches the desired destination while the deformation is spread smoothly
over the object shape. Besides the intuitive interface, direct manipulation of project
points can also yield exact deformation as desired while it is hard to be reached by
tuning the control points.

2.2.2

Curve Handles

Figure 2.4: Free-Form Deformation based on Lattice Handles (Image Courtesy of [134])
16
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Singh and Fiume propose a geometric deformation technique by defining wires handle,
which is a set of curves whose manipulation deforms the surface of an associated object
near the curve [131]. The wire curves give the definition of an object shape and outline
its deformable features. This technique mimics the usage of armatures for sculptors and
is widely practiced in industries [2]. Lazarus et al. propose axial deformations, in which
a 3D axis (represented as a 3D curve) is built and positioned by users for a shape. This
axis is then manipulated interactively using conventional curve-editing algorithms, and
the induced deformations are passed on to the object shape automatically [93]. Passing
the deformations to the object is achieved by the following steps. First, each vertex of
the object shape is attached to a point of the axis curve. The attachment is simply
performed by finding the closest point in 3D space, although some special cares must
be taken when multiple closest points exist. Second, a local coordinate frame is set up
for each point on the curve and the local coordinate values of associated vertices of the
object are computed. Finally, the deformation of the curve is evaluated and the vertex
positions of the object are evaluated through associated local frame.

2.2.3

Lattice Handles

Free form deformation (FFD) is originated from [125], in which solid geometric models are embedded in parallelpiped lattices. Vertices in these lattices serve as control
points, on which deformation functions are defined as a tensor product trivariate Bernstein polynomial, which can be extended to trivariate B-Splines [63]. Such formulations
inherit the nice properties of parameter functions such as smoothness and local controls.
A typical deformation using lattice handles is shown in Figure 2.4. Coquillart extends
the free-form deformation to allow arbitrarily shaped deformations by introducing nonparallelepipedical lattices [45], which are created by either designing or editing existing
lattices.
17
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MacCracken and Joy use an extension of Catmull-Clark subdivision methodology
that refines a 3D lattice into a sequence of lattices that converge uniformly to a region
of 3D space [102]. This technique increases the capabilities of lattice deformation by
allowing arbitrary topology. Coquillart and Jancene describe an animation technique by
employing lattice-based FFD [46]. Chua and Neumann provide a general implementation
on GPU for FFD, which reduces the need for sofware deformation engines and execution
time penalty [42].

2.3

Skinning

Figure 2.5: A Typical Working Scene for Character Skinning (Image Courtesy of [41])
18
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Skeletal skinning can be regarded as constrained shape deformation in a more specific
context, which usually refers to character animation. Skeletons are manipulated by users,
and associated transformations serve as constraints to the skinning method to induce
reasonable deformations for skinned shapes. Non-skeletal skinning can be interpreted
similarly except that the constraints are formed not from skeleton but something else
such as grid forms, sparse markers or isoline handles.
Character animation is a process of creating an animated person or animal. It usually involves creating thought, emotions as well as physical actions, which distinguish
character animation from other animation forms. In this dissertation, characters which
consist of articulate skeleton structure are considered while non-articulate objects such as
cloths, soft tissue, or particles will not be investigated. A typical work scene for skinning
a character is illustrated in Figure 2.5.

2.3.1

Skeletal Skinning

Skeletal subspace deformation (SSD) is the most widely used skinning scheme in 3D
animation. During runtime animation, the movement of 3D character surface is driven
by a weighted linear sum of transformations of associated skeletal joints. SSD is widely
used in animation applications due to its simplicity and ease in implementations. Actually, most hardware vendors provide graphic cards which support SSD with at most 4
influencing joints per each vertex. However, due to the simplicity of SSD, its inability
in capturing more faithful deformations is also notorious. Underlying reasons are well
documented in [84, 96, 143]. Kavan and Zara propose spherical blend skinning (SBS)
to remove artifacts induced by SSD [84]. In this method, the rotation parts are first
extracted from transformation matrices and further converted into quaternions. A new
quaternion induced by weighted linear blending of the above quaternions is converted
back to a matrix to serve as a rotation transformation, which together with translation
part deform the surface from the rest pose to the desired animated pose.
19
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Example based skinning approaches can be categorized into two types. One involves
the runtime interpolation [88, 90, 96, 132] which has names such as pose space deformation (PSD) and shape by examples (SBE). PSD takes each example as a pair of geometric shape and a well-configured skeletal structure as input. Skeletal configurations from
examples provide a pose space in which radial basis interpolation function (R.BF) is employed to correspond geometries. At runtime, a new shape is synthesized by interpolating
example geometries. For those deformations that SSD fails to capture, an interpolation
of a set of example shapes can bring an ideal correction at runtime. Different from PSD,
Sloan et al. form the interpolation functions by combining RBF with a linear hyperplane
and thus it brings constant changes between examples and allows extrapolations [132].
SBE also forms a concept of "shape" which forms a continuous range of meshes across
examples. This concept provides a convenient methodology for reparameterization and
interactive manipulating the runtime example interpolations. Kry et al. took account of
the independence of abstract space dimensions and applied principal component analysis
(PCA) to joint support displacements [88]. This strategy thus enforced a limitation of
the number of examples at each joint to a few, and guaranteed the runtime performance
through vertex programming even the total number of examples is more than one hundred. But in this work the influence of each vertex was constrained by only one joint.
Kurihara and Miyata augmented PSD by introducing extra weight values [90]. Rhee et
al. implement weighted PSD on GPU [121].
The other category takes examples to augment the underlying parameter-based skinning method [106, 143]. Wang and Phillips extend SSD from one weight per transformation to twelve weights per transformation entry. This method requires sufficient examples
and presents some over-fitting problems [143]. On the other hand, Mohr and Gleicher reduce the artifacts by learning examples to improve skeletal structure [106]. New joints are
inserted in the place where large deformation occurs. Wang et al. proposed a method by
20
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building a map between skeleton transformation and gradient deformations from examples [142]. Given a new configuration pose, corresponding mesh could be reconstructed
from gradient deformations predicated by the mapping.

Figure 2.6: Deformation Style is Reused (Image Courtesy of [60])

2.3.2

Curve Skinning

Curve-skeletons are thinned ID representations of 3D objects useful for many visualization tasks including virtual navigation, reduced-model formulation, visualization improvement and animation, etc. Cornea et al. provide a comprehensive review on the
properties, applications and related algorithms for curve skeleton [47, 48]. Based on the
general definition of the curve skeleton there are many works on extraction algorithms
which are reviewed in the following paragraphs. Recently, a few works are dedicated to
skinning methods using the curve skeleton. Yang et al. propose curve skeleton skinning
21
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based on the observation that, most artifacts from the traditional skeletal skinning (SSD)
come from linear relationship between the skeleton and the character surface. Therefore
they enhance the skinning method by representing the relationship in a non-linear continuous fashion using curve skeleton. Besides, they keep the traditional discrete skeleton
to retain the current animation production pattern [152]. Forstmann et al. present a
skeletal skinning animation system based on spline-aligned deformations [60]. They introduce deformation styles, which are demonstrated by two sweep-based FFD variants.
These two deformation variants are further driven by three textures and three curves
which are designed by users. The flexible usage of deformation style is a desired feature
for animators as illustrated in Figure 2.6.

S P w S M v M^^W
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Figure 2.7: Isolines Handles (Image Courtesy of [17])

2.3.3

Non-skeletal Skinning

Instead of using a centered skeleton as controlling object to drive character animation,
many other alternatives are practiced in productions. One popular choice is free form
deformation (FFD), which was first introduced by Sederberg and Parry [125]. The general
concept and methodology of FFD are reviewed in Section 2.2.3. Here only its usage in
character skinning is highlighted. Character skin is embedded into a box shaped lattice
with control points and a mapping function is formulated between control points and
original skin points. Deformations are achieved by manipulating the control points.
Chadwick et al. propose a layered framework by combining the influence of skeleton
22
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and free form lattices [37]. In this framework, some physical deformation effects such
as muscle and fatty tissues can be loosely represented in FFD lattice. Another hybrid
method which combines skeleton and free-form deformations is proposed [153]. A voronoibased skeleton is first extracted, and then modified by free-form deformations.

Figure 2.8: Mesh-Based Inverse Kinematics (Image Courtesy of [137])

Very recently, a group of methods is designed to deform characters by manipulating
a subset of vertices on the surface mesh [54, 136, 137], in which a group of example
meshes with the same connectivity structure is represented using deformation gradient
vectors [135]. Gradient vectors encode the relation of a surface vertex to its neighbors.
To generate a new shape which is supposed to be the most representative to given examples, an optimization scheme is first built to evaluate interpolation parameters while
treating positions of edited vertices as constraints. In addition to gradient vectors, these
parameters form the feature space. And a new shape is generated as close to this space
as possible. Compared to [137], in which interpolation parameters are dependent on
geometric complexities, [54] explores the correlations of adjacent vertices and solves the
parameters independent of geometric complexities and allows interactive editing for extremely detailed geometries. The above methods perform skinning without skeleton but
bear some shortcomings in common. First there must be enough examples to train the
model. Second, the synthesized mesh presents strong dependence on examples [144].
Weber et al. first build an underlying skeletal skinning scheme similar to [100, 155] and
23
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then apply runtime interpolation on examples which are represented as gradient vectors
[144].
Au et al. adopt vertex handles to produce a set of isolines computed from a harmonic
scalar field representing the deformation propagation from those handles [17]. In other
words, a handle corresponds to a set of isolines, which are intelligently distributed across
the surface for that handle and associated transformations are actually control variables.
The set of isolines can also be treated as a mimic of skeletons, which employs the skinning
by solving a non-linear system iteratively. This scheme is demonstrated in Figure 2.7.

2.3.4

Anatomy based Skinning

Physical or anatomical simulation can produce extremely realistic skin deformation at
high computational costs. Anatomical models for character animation have been explored
extensively. Chen and Zeltzer develop a computational model of skeletal muscle [38].
Wilhelms and Gelder provide a framework to model and animate underlying muscles,
bones, and tissues for animals [146]. Scheepers et al. design a muscle model that is able
to simulate muscle deformations according to the changes of an underlying articulated
skeleton [123]. Aubel and Thalmann generalize an interactive tool for modelling and
animating realistic human skin by building a multi-layered framework [19, 20]. Pratscher
et al. take outermost skin surface as input to generate an anatomical model for realistic
skin deformation [119]. Pollard and Zordan extract a controller from example motion
data to physically simulate hand grasping [117].

2.3.5

Skeleton Extraction

Although extracting skeletons from 3D objects is beyond the scope of this dissertation,
skeletons are important and critical for character animation. Recently, research works
on skeleton extraction which are particularly used for character animation are actively
24
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conducted [18, 6, 68, 122, 140]. In this subsection, a selected review is done regarding to
applications in character animation. Besides animation, skeletonization from 3D shapes
is also widely explored for segmentation [99, 98], collision detection [33, 79], shape description and analysis [71, 127, 128], and navigation [97]. For character animation, the
skeleton is represented as a hierachical structure that is conventionally represented by a
tree data structure. The overall methodology is divided into transformation-based [112],
clustering-based [122, 82], and semantics-based [53]. Recently, Schaefer and Yuksel propose a novel method to extract hierarchical, rigid skeletons from example poses [122].
Aujay et al. presented the harmonic skeleton in which anatomical information is used
to enhance the skeletons [6]. Au et al. perform skeleton extraction by mesh contraction
[18].

2.3.6

Harmonic One-Forms and Reeb Graph

A scalar function / : M —> R on manifold M is harmonic if / minimizes the harmonic
energy / „ | V / | 2 . The harmonic one-form of / defined as the gradient V / is also harmonic
on M. Harmonic 1-form plays a critical role in many applications of geometry processing.
Gu and Yau pioneered global conformal parameterization using holomorphic 1-forms,
which can be decomposed to real and imaginary part and both parts are real harmonic
1-forms [65]. Holomorphic 1-form is also used to compute the affine structure of a given
manifold, which is the key to construct manifold splines [66]. Guo et al. demonstrated
that global surface conformal parameterization can be generalized to a more general
setting of point based geometry by computing the holomorphic 1-form in a meshless
manner [4]. Ni et al. used the harmonic Morse function to extract the topological
structure of a surface [110]. Dong et al. [59] and Tong et al. [95] applied harmonic
1-forms in quadrilateral remeshing.
Reeb graph is a powerful tool to analyze the topology of a shape. It has wide applications in computer graphics, such as removing topological noise [147], skeleton extraction
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[29], shape abstraction and understanding [27, 28]. Yoshihisa and Kunii proposed an
algorithm to compute the Reeb graph in time 0(n2)

[128], where n is the number of

edges of the mesh. Cole-Mclaughlin solved the problem in O(nlogn) time [44]. Recently,
Pascucci et al. presented a robust online algorithm to compute Reeb graph for extremely
large dataset [113].

2.3.7

Recovering Articulated Skinning Model

A conventional skinning model for articulated character comprises at least a shape surface, an articulated skeleton, a binding (attaching) method that maps the surface vertices
to the skeleton. Typically in SSD, this mapping generates a set of weights for each vertex, which indicates which skeletal joints will influence this vertex and by how much. To
recover a skinning model, the above information needs to be evaluated.
Lu et al. [99] compute joint weights using mesh decomposition. In this method a
segmentation is first performed based on associated skeletal joints, and then overlapping
area is generated from these segmentations by estimating geodesic distances from surface
vertices to each boundary curve. Finally a cubic function is designed to compute joint
weights for vertices in overlapping areas. Baran and Popovic used an analogy to heat
equilibrium to find joint weights [22]. James and Twigg [80] built a linear system for joint
weights from given examples, and the system is solved by using non-negative lease squares
to fit the joint weights and enforce the non-negativity properties of them. Wang and
Phillips [143] proposed a multi-weight scheme in which each entry of affine transformation
matrix was associated to one weight value. This approach could improve the skinning
quality given sufficient examples but may incur over-fitting effects.
Given a geometric shape (mesh, parametric patch, etc), skinning parameters usually
consist of a skeleton structure represented by a tree with joint nodes; joint-vertex weights
defining how a surface vertex is influenced by associated joint nodes; pose values denoting
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where the skeleton should be corresponded to extra example geometries. Pose estimation
referred in the context of example-based approaches usually means skeletal parameters
(joint rotation, translation and scaling etc.) corresponding to given example meshes. This
can be generalized as an inverse kinematic problem that is widely explored in motion
capture and robot applications. Grochow et al. described a system which set up a
probability distribution function (PDF) model with parameters learned from given pose
data [64]. Users can provide new constraints to this model to create new pose.
Two distinctive problems occur in skinning the range scan data. Firstly, example data
from scanning have varied sampling and therefore are hard to correspond. Secondly, due
to occlusion or other technical difficulties, holes would occur frequently in scanned mesh.
Allen et al. address the above problems by generating consistent animation for articulated
human body [9]. In their work, a set of markers are attached to the scanned subject and
the marker positions of each scanning example are identified automatically. But labeling
markers is done manually, which builds the correspondence between markers throughout
the examples. Further, a skeleton with joints is drawn manually. With a set of constraints
for joint parameters together with marker positions, an optimization scheme is used to
find the pose parameters for each example scanning. To overcome the problems of varied
sampling and holes, a template surface is constructed based on the underlying skeleton.
Displacements can be generated from the template and example scannings. Given these
displacements and corresponded pose parameters, runtime shape blending is achieved
by employing A;—nearest neighbors interpolation. They extend their works by fitting
high-resolution template meshes to detailed human body scan data [10]. This fitting is
achieved by formulating an optimization problem with respect to an affine transformation
at each template vertex. Anguelov et al present a method to recover the articulated body
from range scanned data [15]. They used unsupervised non-rigid technique to register
all mesh data and then perform segmentation by identifying the rigid part with spatial
contiguity.
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2.4

Animation

Once a character has a specific representation and is paired with controllers using a
specific skinning method, it is ready for animation. Animating a character is the process
of setting the values of the rigging controls over time in order to create the illusion of
movement [134]. A more traditional method is key framing, in which animators set the
values of controllers at key moments in time. A computer program is responsible to
generate interpolated values for in-between frames. Where to set key frames and which
interpolation method should be adopted are more related to artistic skills. As such key
framing provides artists with full creative control over the resulting animation. However,
to produce faithful and vivid animation, a great deal of efforts and time are needed by
skilled animators. Motion Capture (a.k.a MoCap) takes the movement of real actors
to produce realistic animation. In physical-based animation, a character's movement is
governed by physical laws so that the generated animation is physically accurate. Both
methods (MoCap and physical-based) intend to ease the generation of animations but
are difficult to be manipulated by animators especially when a particular exaggerated
effect is desired. Much of the research in these areas focuses on regaining the lost control
without sacrificing the benefits.

2.4.1

Key Framing

Key framing is an extension of the traditional 2D key drawing. In this process, animators
draw sequences of animation on sheets of paper perforated to fit the peg bars on the light
box. A light box, also called the trace box, holds a fluorescent light fixture that shines up
through a rotatable disk of frosted glass or milky-white plastic. This allows the animator
to see through the sheets and easily trace images on a sheet of paper below the one he
is working on. The peg bar on the disk helps to register the sheets with corresponding
holes [39]. A keyframe animator will draw the keyframes in a scene, using the character
28
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Figure 2.9: Bouncing Ball
layouts as a guide . They draw enough frames to get across the major points of the
action. Once the key frames have been established, the ones in between are drawn in
a process called as "inbetweening" [81]. Automated generation of in-betweens using a
computer program is a challenging problem [40]. An analogous procedure is followed in
3D animation. The values for the control handlers are set at key frames in time and the
values in between are computed by the animation software. Lasseter describes the basic
principles of traditional 2D hand drawn animation and their application to 3D computer
animation [91]. Timing is a critical technique that conveys weight, size, speed, resistance,
and force, permits anticipation, follow through, overlap, and reaction, and even suggests
mood [145]. Figure 2.9 presents a path and deforming shape for a bouncing ball, which
is a typical starting point for studying key framing techniques.

2.4.2

Motion Capture

Motion capture (also known as motion tracking, mocap or performance capture), refers
to the technique of recording the actions of human actors, and using that information to
animate digital character models in 3D animation. The information recorded from real
actors are normally spatial positions of the reflective markers that are attached to actors.
2!)
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Figure 2.10: Motion Capture (Image Courtesy of [87])
These raw data are further converted or mapped to kinematic parameters (trajectories
and joint angles). The mapping is resolved by solving a constrained fitting problem. The
generated animation is faithful since the nuances and style from the performer can be
exactly captured (See Figure 2.10). Active research in this area focuses on mapping captured data to varied character surfaces, editing motion paths to generate new animation
and combining separate motion sections to generate a longer and complex actions.
In this dissertation, the problem of finding reasonable kinematic (pose) configurations
given a skinned mesh and its associated example meshes is addressed. This problem is
similar to mapping the captured raw data (cartesian coordinates of markers) to kinematic
parameters, but also presents obvious difference because example meshes provide much
more information than marker positions. Silaghi et al. suggest a two-phase fitting to
obtain articulated skeleton from optical motion data [130]. In this method, skeleton is
first recovered locally by estimating joint positions, and the generated skeleton is then
augmented by adjusting all parameters of the skeleton simultaneously. O'Brien et al.
recover the joint parameters by performing a linear least squares fit [111]. Zordan et al.
30
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develop a physically based model to find the whole body posture including joint angles
and root body estimates [156].
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Chapter 3
Skeletonization from Example
Meshes
In this chapter, building a skeleton for a character from a set of example meshes in
different poses is demonstrated. The key idea of the proposed approach is to first compute
harmonic 1-forms of the reference and example poses. Due to the small changes of the
metric, the isocurves of harmonic 1-forms across various poses are highly consistent. Then
the isocurve based representations are used to extract the skeleton-like Reeb graphs of
the harmonic functions. Next, by examining the changes of the mean curvatures, the
initial locations of joints are identified. Finally the joint locations are refined by solving
a constrained optimization problem.

3.1

Differential Geometry

This section provides several concepts in differential geometry which serves as the theoretic basis of our skeletonization applications. Instead of thorough and strict descriptions,
the related discussions are rather intuitive and confined to our familiar two-manifolds in
Euclidean R 3 space. For more comprehensive and generalized concepts and analysis,
readers are suggested to refer [35, 133].
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3.1.1

Metrics and Isometric Mapping

A key target of differential geometry is to discover local or global invariants, which are
a set of measures independent of coordinates or geometries. Informally, a metric can
be defined as a measure that describes the "distance" between neighboring points of a
given space [103]. For instance, given two points Pl(a:l, yl, zl) and P2(x2, y2, z2) in the
Euclidean space K3, the measure
d(Pl, P2) = y/(xl - x2)2 + (yl - 2/2)2 + (zl - z2)2
gives the distance metric between PI and P2 in R3. A widely used metric is the arc
length (geodesic distance) between two points along a given surface. Isometric mapping
is a mapping that, preserves the metric measures, which therefore has another name
"length-preserving" mapping [72]. In the discrete setting, if the given mesh is finer,
more information would be available to measure the values of length, area or volume etc.
providing a better approximation of the continuous metric.

3.1.2

Curvatures

Consider a plane curve r(s), where s is the parameter (i.e. arc length). The curvature of
the curve is defined as K(S) = \\T"(S)\\.

Given a point on the curve, the curvature of this

point measures how the curve deviates from the initial direction (the tangent). If the
curve keeps close to the same direction, the vector changes very little and the curvature
is small while if the curve undergoes a tight turn, the curvature is large. The curvature
of a straight line is zero and the curvature of a circle is a constant. For a smooth surface
in 3D space, intuitively, curvatures describe how the surface is curved within a local area.
Given a point P on the surface, there are many curves passing through this point along
this surface. Each curve is associated with a curvature. Among all associated curvatures,
there is one minimum «i and one maximum K2, which are defined as principal curvatures
34
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of P. The Gaussian curvature is defined as G = K\ * Ki and the mean curvature is
defined as H = *1+*2. Gaussian curvature remains invariant when the surface undergoes
arbitrary bending. A bending is defined as a deformation for which the arc length is
left invariant. [72]. In other words, if a deformation occurs only by bending the surface
without stretching it, this deformation can be defined as an isometric deformation and
the Gaussian curvature along the surface will remain unchanged. For instance a cylinder
or a cone has G = 0, since both can be obtained by bending a flat plane. While from
the definition of the mean curvature, it is not an intrinsic notion and will change if it
undergoes an isometric deformation i.e. a bending.

3.1.3

Harmonic Scalar function

Harmonic scalar function is defined as / such that

A/ = V2/ = 0

(Eq. 3.1)

where A is the Laplace operator, subject to the Dirichlet boundary conditions that
vertices in the set C of constrained vertices take on the prescribed values [59]:

fi = ctfi € C
In discrete setting, the commonly used Laplacian operator on a polygon mesh is

A/« = ] [ > , , • ( / , - / i ) = 0

(Eq. 3.2)

where Nt is the set of vertices adjacent to vertex i and Wy is a scalar weight assigned to
the edge

(ij).

From Eq. 3.2, it can be derived as
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jeNi

jeNi

If the weights satisfy the condition YljeN uv

=

^ the a D o v e equation can be written

as

Y^ "aft + fi = °
jeN,

such that
fi ~ ~ /

u
J

ijfj

It is now clear that the harmonic scalar function fi is a weighted combination of
the function values at its neighboring vertices. Thus fi is guaranteed that it is not a
local extremum provided that (1) Y^jeNiUij ~ * a n d (2) u>ij > 0 [110]. Given these two
conditions, we are free to choose the weights. A natural choice is u>a = -r^-. Another
J

TV j j

popular choice is the discrete harmonic weight
Wij = --(cot

aij + cot Aj)

(Eq. 3.3)

where a* and /?y are the angles opposite the edge. These choices of weights guarantee
for / that the energy V / = 0 [114].
If we present the function / by a column vector of its values at all vertices f =
[fxf2... f n ] T , the Laplacian operator on the entire mesh is given as a matrix function
Af - - L f
where the matrix L has entries:

[l,

if * = J

Lij = < -Uij
I 0,

if j e Nt
otherwise.
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Then the scalar function can be obtained by solving the linear system
Af = b

(Eq. 3.5)

where
if

A.=Uiji

*eC
otherwise.

\Lij
(cj,
10

if i G C
otherwise.

where 5{j is the Kronecker delta function [59]. This is a sparse system and there are
several sparse linear solvers available for this system [110].

3.1.4

Harmonic One-Forms

By choosing appropriate constraints (source vertices), a harmonic scalar function built as
described in the previous subsection provides a natural measure of geodesic distance on
the mesh. In other words, if the mesh undergoes isometric deformation such as bending,
the corresponding function value of a deformed vertex will not change compared with
the value of non-deformed one. Another important property of the harmonicity of a
harmonic function / is that it has global extreme values only at constrained vertices and
flows smoothly everywhere else. However if the mesh is topologically complex, there are
critical points existing on the mesh where the smooth property does not hold. Therefore
we seek Harmonic One-forms, which is loosely defined as the gradient field of the / .
According to the theory of harmonic function, the gradient of a harmonic function is
still harmonic. In a discrete setting, when each vertex of a mesh is associated with a
harmonic function value /*, the harmonic one-form of / is defined on each edge [i,j] and
denoted as V / j j = ft — fj.
Given the concepts and properties of Harmonic function and Harmonic one-forms, a
set of advantages of Harmonic one-forms are generalized as follows:
37
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.1: Harmonic 1-form on genus two surface. The red line in (a) is the boundary.
- Harmonic 1-form is determined by the metric and is invariant under isometric transformation.
- Harmonic 1-form is independent of surface representation. The surface with different
resolution and triangulation has similar harmonic 1-form.
- Harmonic 1-form is computationally efficient and robust as we only need to solve a
linear system.
- Symmetric harmonic 1-forms can be easily constructed on symmetric shapes.

3.2

Algorithm Overview

The proposed method takes several poses of a given model as input. These models are
allowed to have very different triangulations and resolutions. The algorithm runs in five
successive stages which are illustrated in Figure 3.2.
(i) The user specifies a source point on the reference pose. A registration algorithm is
used to map this source point to the other poses.
(ii) Harmonic 1-forms are computed using the user-specified source point as constraints.
38
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(a)

TK)

(ci

(d)

(e)

Figure 3.2: Algorithm Pipeline for extracting the skeleton using harmonic one forms,
(a) Input examples with user specified source point, (b) Harmonic one form, (c) Reeb
graph, (d) Joints are identified by evaluating the mean curvature of isolines. (e) Joints
are optimized
(iii) A skeleton-like Reeb graph of the harmonic 1-form is extracted.
(iv) Isolines of the harmonic 1-form are extracted with their associated mean curvature.
By comparing the mean curvature for all poses, joints can be identified, which are
closely related to the isolines whose mean curvatures are changed significantly.
(v) Joint locations and bone lengths are optimized by minimizing the distance between
the skeletons and the Reeb graphs.

3.3

Reeb Graph Extraction

Reeb graph is a powerful tool when dealing with topological skeleton. For a real-valued
smooth function / : M —
i > R on M, the points whose derivatives of / vanishes are called
critical points of / . The Reeb graph of / is a graph whose nodes corresponds to these
critical points and encodes the connectivity between them.
39
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• Building the graph. Reeb graph can be constructed by contracting the connected
components of the isocurves (level sets) of / to a point. Let n be the user-specified
number of samples of the isovalues (200 in our experiments). We first normalize the
function value of / to the unit interval [0,1] and then uniformaly sample isovalues,
fi = ~, i = 1 , . . . , n. Next we scan every critical point p of f,Vf(p)

= 0. If f(p)

is not sampled, we insert f(p) into the isovalue set. Denote Ck(fi) as the isocurve
with isovalue fi on A; — th pose, k — 0 refers to the reference pose. (Note that each
isovalue /, may have more than one isocurve.) For each isocurve, we compute its
center as the representative. Then we use the sweep algorithm to connect these
representatives and form the Reeb graph [44].
• Topological filter. Once the Reeb graphs of reference and example poses are
constructed, we first identify the key nodes (valence ^ 2). Due to numerical error
and metric changes, multiple key nodes may occur in locations where there should
only be a single key node. Thus, we cluster key nodes such that the Reeb graphs of
the reference and example poses have the same topological structure, i.e. the same
number of key nodes.
• Eliminating the ambiguity. Note that due to the symmetry of many articulated
models, such as human and animals, two or more isocurves with similar geometry
may have the same isovalue, e.g., the Armadillo's elbows. Thus, we then need to
distinguish these isocurves with the same isovalues. In this work, the advantages
of the articulated models which usually have some key points in the Reeb graph
are explored to eliminate the ambiguity. Since the user picks the source point
on the head, the first key point connecting to the source is the neck. So we can
identify the spine easily. To further classify a branch into left and right arms (legs),
we compute the sum of the signed distance from the points on the branch to the
40
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symmetry plane passing the spine. If the sum is positive, the branch is identified
as a left arm or leg depending on the distance to the source ponit. Otherwise, the
branch is identified as the right arm or leg. Note that the sign determining left and
right is not important. The user can freely change the sign to swap left arm/leg
and right arm/leg.
• Finding the correspondence among poses.

Next we want to find the one-

to-one correspondence between reference pose and example pose. Note that we
do not need to find such a mapping between the vertices of two poses which are
usually in different triangulation. Instead we will find the mapping for isocurves.
Isocurves are the level sets of the harmonic function / , which are independent of
the resolution and embedding. Therefore, even though the reference and example
poses have very different resolutions, their isocurves are highly consistent if the
metrics are similar.

3.4
3.4.1

Evaluations of Joint Positions
Identifying the Joints

As explained above, many real-world deformations of articulated models are isometry or
near isometry. It is well known that Gaussian curvature is completely determined by
the metric, therefore, the Gaussian curvature of the reference and example poses remain
almost unchanged. Mean curvature, however, is related to the embedding, and could
be used to identify the joints. We observe that compared to the reference poses, the
embedding of the joint-related skins could vary significantly in example poses. Thus, we
use the average mean curvature
L kHdl
D(i) = m a x { | - ^

J, kHdl
^ - | k=l,2,... }
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to measure the difference of the embedding of isocurve c% between the reference pose and
example poses.

3.4.2

Optimizing the Joint Locations

The above subsection identifies the number of joints in the reference and example poses.
However, the joints just locate on the Reeb graph. Although encoding the topological
structures nicely, the skeleton-like Reeb graphs are not the anatomical skeletons. Therefore, we need to estimate the joint locations using examples.
Assume m joints are identified using the above mentioned. Denote J3k the j — th
joint, and Blk the length of the / — th bone in k — th pose. We enforce that the bone
lengths do not change in the deformations. For an isocurve c\ in the k — th pose, denote
d(ck, ,/£,..., J™) the sum of distances between the point on the isocurve and the skeleton
defined by the joints </jL=r Then, we also require that such distances are also invariant in
all poses too. These constraints lead to the following contstrained optimization problem:

argmm £

] T | d ( 4 Jfc\ . . . , J f ) - d ( 4 J 0 \ . . . , J™)\2

(Eq. 3.7)

The objective function ensures that the relationship between the skin and the bone is as
rigid as possible. The constraints ensure that the bone length remains unchanged in all
poses.

3.5

Comparison with Alternative Methods

Automatically recovering the skeleton from 3D shapes has been explored extensively.
Most of the existing works focus on extracting skeletons from a static pose of a model.
Mortara and Patane defined an affine-invariant skeletal representation for 3D shape
matching [108]. Katz and Tal used fuzzy clustering method to decompose a shape and
then extract the skeleton [82]. Lien et al. proposed an efficient and robust approach
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that simultaneously generates hierarchical shape decomposition and a corresponding set
of multi-resolution skeletons [98]. Theobalt et al. took a sequences of volume data to
estimate skeleton through volume decomposition of motion data [49]. Oda et al. presented a framework of extracting skeleton interactively using geodesic distances. Ma et
al. constructed a RBF level set for 3D model and found the maximum of gradient descent
for each point and then formed the skeleton [112]. Delias et al. presented an automatic
method, which relies on an a-priori knowledge of the human anatomy [53], to extract
the animation control skeleton of virtual humans. Baran and Popovic presented an automatic method to embed a generic skeleton to a wide range of articulated 3D characters
[22].
Since it is usually difficult to estimate the dynamic behavior using the static pose
alone, example-based techniques gain popularity in computer graphics in recent years
[115, 122, 135]. In [80] James and Twigg demonstrated that the conventional skinning
techniques can be extended to automatically skin deformable mesh animations. Instead of
specifying the hierarchical kinematic skeleton, they estimated proxy bone transformations
and vertex weights for deformable shape sequences.
Recently, Schaefer and Yuksel proposed a novel method to extract hierarchical, rigid
skeletons from example poses[122]. They present a similar motivation but an entirely
different methodology. They first defined "Rigid Error Functions" to find the best rigid
transformation and used these error functions to estimate the transformations of bones
in the example poses. Then they skinned the mesh by solving for vertex weights using a
constrained optimization and bone influence maps. Finally, they determined the connectivity of the skeleton and the joint locations. This approach is capable to estimate the
complete set of parameters for skeletal animation including bone transformation, skeletal
hierarchy, joint location and vertex weights. However, their method requires that the
reference and example pose have the same triangulation, in other words, this method
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is highly dependent on the geometries of the given meshes and does not explore the
invariants of the shapes.
Aujay et al. presented the harmonic skeleton in which anatomical information is
used to enhance the skeletons [6]. Reeb graph is also used to build an initial structure
for skeletons, but a set of heuristics has to be explored to assist the refinement of the
harmonic skeleton, i.e. source points are manually picked to ensure that the spine is
near the back instead center of the body. Compared to the above existing works, the
advantages of the proposed method include:
- There is no restriction on the connectivity of the input meshes, i.e., the example poses
could have very different triangulations and resolutions.
- This method is automatic except that the user needs to choose a source point on the
reference pose.
- The number and locations of the joints and bones are totally determined by the dynamic
geometry of the reference and example poses.
- Since symmetric Dirichlet boundary values are set for symmetric shapes, the extracted
skeletons also reflect the geometric symmetry of the input model.

3.6

Results a n d Discussions

Harmonic skeleton is proposed in [6], in which a single mesh is considered with several
anatomical heuristics assumed.

Example based skeletonization is also explored such

as [122], which is purely dependent on the geometric imbedding. In this dissertation,
skeletonization from examples by exploring harmonic one-forms is first proposed and
successfully demonstrated in [68, 69]. The methodology is based on the observation that
many deformations in real world applications are isometric or near isometric. By taking
44
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Figure 3.3: Skeletons at the reference poses
advantage of the intrinsic property of harmonic 1-form, i.e, it is determined by the metric
and independent of the resolution and embedding, the method can easily find a consistent
mapping between the reference and example poses. A set of skeleton-like Reeb graphs
of a harmonic function is first constructed. Then by examining the changes of mean
curvatures, initial location of joints are identified. The locations are refined by solving a
constrained optimization problem. The result can be seen in Figure 3.3.

15
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Chapter 4
Parameter-based Skeletal Skinning
from Examples
Most works related to example based approaches assume that skeletal (pose) configurations are given as input [84, 88, 90, 96, 132, 143]. If there are only geometric example
meshes, building pose configurations for each example is a challenging and also tedious
work. In this chapter, we address this problem with only geometric example meshes
available as input. The framework is illustrated in Figure 4.1, in which a set of example
meshes together with a skeleton in rest pose will be taken as input (Figure 4.1 (a)). A
rough skinning model as one instance of skeletal subspace deformation (SSD) is assumed.
Positions of skeletal joints in associated example poses are found by formulating a minimization problem (Figure 4.1 (b)). These positions will be parameterized as Euler angles
and scaling factors of each joint as these parameters are more semantically meaningful to
animators (Figure 4.1 (c)). Besides, SSD will be thoroughly investigated at the beginning
since this underlying skinning model serves as the building block for the research works
in this dissertation.

4.1

Skeletal Subspace Deformation

A skeleton should be drawn and skinned to a character surface beforehand, roughly based
on the anatomy of the character and kinetic rules. The pose in which the skeleton is rigged
17
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Figure 4.1: Illustration of parameterization scheme.
is normally referred to as the rest pose. The basic relation between surfaces and skeletons
is defined in the rest pose, and all motions of the character will be influenced thereafter. If
SSD is adopted to define this relation, each vertex or control point of the character surface
is provided with a list of joints, that will influence it, along with the weight indicating
the amount of influence. When a character is animated, the position of a vertex in the
animated pose is the result of weighted linear blending of its transformations by associated
joint. In the following, SSD will be investigated with respect to its formulation, limitation
and existing solutions for improvements.

4.1.1

Formulation

In this subsection, a description of skeletal subspace deformation (SSD) is given. (SSD)
is the most widely used skinning scheme in 3D animation. During runtime animation,
the movement of 3D character surface is driven by transformations of associated skeletal
joints. Geometric surface will be bound to skeletons in the "rest" or "stand" pose.
When a joint J is transformed, a series of transformation matrices associated with the
48
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C
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Rest Pose:

Animated Pose:

SSD Result:

Figure 4.2: Skeletal Subspace Deformation
coordinate frame system of J can be generated. These matrices include a matrix Mf
denoting a transformation from the world space to the local space in rest pose; a matrix
Mla denoting animated transformation that normally refers to a combination of rotation,
translation and scale; and a matrix Mxw which is the transformation matrix from the
local space to the world space in animated pose. For a vertex in the animated pose, its
position in the world space relative to joint J frame should be
v = Mw * Ma * Mi * vr

where vr is its position in the rest pose.
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In Figure 4.2, a simple skeleton consisting of only two joints is considered: P for parent
joint and C for child joint. For each joint, a coordinate frame is specified respectively.
Now how SSD performs skinning for a single vertex vr is illustrated. The above matrices
for parent joint are denoted as Mpt, Mpa and Mpitl. For the child joint, they are Mci,
Mca and M^.

Thus, at an arbitrary animated pose (middle row of Figure. 4.2), vertex

positions for vr at the parent and child coordinate frames are vp and vc respectively
computed from Eq. 4.1.
In SSD, each vertex is first assigned a set of joints which will exert influence to it. In
Figure 4.2, vr is influenced by joint P and C. We call the amount of this influence as joint
weight u). The typical value of joint weight is between 0.0 and 1.0, and the sum of all
associated joint weights for one vertex should equal to 1.0. The core of SSD algorithm can
be stated as: In any animated pose, each joint is associated with a transformation, which
transforms a vertex to a position in this animated pose. A weighted sum of positions
from those joints with non-zero influence on this vertex generates the final position in this
animated pose. Therefore in Figure 4.2, the final position for vr equals v = U>P*VP+UJC*VC.
In general, if the number of influencing joints can be arbitrary, say, Nj, we have:

vp = Y^Ui*M(

*vr = ^Ui*Vi

(Eq. 4.2)

where vp is the position at pose p, Mf is the accumulation of Mit, Mia and Miw for
joint Ji at pose p, Vi is corresponded position transformed by each joint j , and u>j is
associated joint weight from joint i to vertex vr. In most applications and commercial
packages, the number of joints can be adjusted by users. (A common choice is 3 or 4.)
Joint weights are computed based on distances from vertices and associated joints in rest
pose. But users are also given some parameters to initialize joint weights such as a "falloff' , which control how fast joint weights decrease along with the increase of distances
50
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from vertices to joints. In some packages like Autodesk Maya, animators are able to fine
tune the joint weights by using a tool called "weight painter".
Due to the succinct formulation of SSD, it presents a couple of advantages either in
academic research or in industrial pratice. It is relatively easier to be implemented and
thus is commonly supported by most graphic cards. Besides, tuning weight parameters
can provide a space of flexibilities and creativities to users. However, there are a set of
typical shortcomings in SSD, which is investigated in the following subsection.

4.1.2

Limitations

Figure 4.3: Limitations of SSD: left: collapse elbow; right: candy-wrapper.
SSD is notorious for its "collapse elbow" (left of Figure 4.3) and "candy-wrapper"
(right of Figure. 4.3) effects. The reasons for those drawbacks from SSD have been
well documented [84, 96, 143]. Taking a closer look at the Figure 4.2 in the animated
pose, if the joint C is rotated further, the surface part around C will collapse to a very
small part or even worse, to a single point. Analyzing Eq. 4.2, it can be noticed that
multiplying transformation matrices cannot express the correct combination of separate
deformations and may lead to singular results in some circumstances. Still taking Figure
4.2 as an extreme example, if all elements of the weighted sum J2i~iui * Mf become
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zero, all vertices associated to joint i(i = 1 , . . . , Nj) would be transformed to one single
position (0, 0, 0).

4.1.3

Existing Solutions

Targeting the limitations discussed above, there are many works dedicated to improve
the skeletal skinning methodology. The first category is so called "parameter based", in
which the model is enhanced by adding more parameters such as the number of weights
[143] or the number of joints [106]. Another category enhances the quality by introducing more examples, in which a runtime interpolation compensates deformations for those
collapsed parts [96] [132]. In this dissertation, these two categories will be combined to
improve the underlying parameter-based model ( by replacing skeletal subspace deformation with spherical blend skinng ) as well as to guarantee skinning qualities by runtime
interpolation( through inverse pose space deformation ). In addition, how to parameterize the given geometric examples with respect to pose vectors is explored in this chapter
to facilitate our proposed framework.

4.2

Optimal Joint Positions in Example Poses

n
y

—

—

~

M Joint Skin

r%
V7rfZ/,

w?77y/,
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Figure 4.4: Joint skin and bone skin segmentation.

4.2.1

Binary Segmentation

We observe that distances between a joint position and its adjacent surface vertices are
near invariant during articulate deformation. Hence, to obtain joint positions for example
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meshes, an optimization problem is formulated in terms of an objective function which
measures the difference of distances between surface vertices and associated joints in the
rest pose and example poses respectively. The formulation details are discussed in the
next section. Generally speaking, this objective function is minimized with respect to the
joint positions in example poses. However, not all surface vertices are involved in solving
this minimization problem. Only vertices that are very close to their associated joints
are counted. We call these vertices "joint skin" that should be almost equally influenced
by two joints in hierarchical adjacency. Weights of these two joints are therefore close to
0.5. Other vertices exclusively influenced by a single joint, can be categorized as "bone
skin" and normally have a larger weight, value close to 1.0. This binary segmentation
(illustrated as Figure 4.4) is quite coarse nevertheless it is sufficient for estimating optimal
joint positions in example poses. In our experiments, we use a threshold parameter 0.8.
Any vertex with a weight value bigger than it will be assigned to "bone skin", while other
vertices will automatically go to "joint skin". Joint weights used for segmentation can
be roughly approximated as a function of vertex-joint function. We will describe how to
refine joint weights from example meshes in section 4.4.2.

Figure 4.5: Undesirable weight distribution will not influence the evaluation of optimal
joint positions by tuning threshold parameter. Left: non-connected weight distribution;
Right: joint skin set filtered by weight threshold.
Note that "joint skin" set has to be a simple connected region, otherwise joint position
may not be correctly evaluated. To guarantee this simple connection, people have to
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solve a surface segmentation problem [95]. In this dissertation, we start with a rough
weight assignment as shown in Figure 4.5 by introducing a lower threshold for "joint
skin". Although the distribution of weighted vertices shown in the left of the figure 4.5 is
undesirable, those unconnected vertices always have a very small weight values (artists
will employ a so called "weight, painting" to correct, this problem). After introducing a
lower threshold (0.2 in our experiments), we can obtain the joint skin set shown in the
right of Figure 4.5. To summarize, the upper threshold to categorize "bone skin" is 0.8,
and the lower threshold to mark "joint skin" is 0.2. Figure 4.6 shows the distribution of
"joint skin" and "bone skin". Joints of body part have more complicated connectivity
structure and are placed closer than those of limb part. Therefore, the joint skins of body
joints may overlap each other.

Figure 4.6: Binary segmentation for horse and camel. Red: joint skin; Green: bone skin.

4.2.2

Conjugate Gradient Method

In this subsection, a novel method is proposed to evaluate skeletal joint positions in
example poses by formulating a minimization problem. An object function is built with
respect to joint positions. This function measures the difference of the squared distance
from a vertex to its associated joint in the example pose against the distance in the rest
pose.
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Figure 4.7: A non-centered joint is circled, which is resulted by a local minimum in
solving Eq. 4.3.
For a joint J, denote p as its position in world space. The objective function for J is
formulated as:
M

/(p) = ]T||dO?-d?(p)|| 2

(Eq.4.3)

i=l

where dOj is a constant scalar value denoting the distance from vertex v ; to J in the
rest pose. dj(p) is the distance from the vertex i to the joint J in one example pose:
di(p) = ||vf — p||. M are the "joint skins" identified in the previous section. Actually
/ ( p ) is a mapping function:
/ ( p ) : E 3 -» R
The derivative of / ( p ) is discretized as the following:
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Given a vertex set as "joint skin", an object function and its derivative, we use
conjugate gradient methods [120] to solve Eq. 4.3 for each joint. Our investigation shows
that joint positions are well centered at example meshes (shown as Figure 4.11). In some
rare circumstances, minimization may end up with local minimum, and resulting joint is
not correctly placed (shown as Figure 4.7). Therefore we need to choose an alternative
initial value for minimization. In terms of the implementation, the solving starts from the
root node, and for the joint whose minimization residual is not near zero, optimization
will be re-performed again by setting the initial value as the optimal position of its parent
joint. Since finding optimal value for root is trivial, there is always an optimal parent
available for solving child joint.

4.3
4.3.1

Semantic Parameters for Example Pose Space
Euler Angles

Euler angles can be represented as three rotation coordinates in sequence [58]. Consider
the triple rotations in which the first rotation is an angle tp about the x-axis, the second
rotation is an angle 6 about the y-axis, and the third rotation is an angle 4> about the zaxis. The function that maps an Euler angle vector to its corresponding rotation matrix,
Rxyz : K3 —-» 50(3), is
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Rxyz(Tp,0,(j>) := Rx(4))Ry(6)Rz(4>)

(Eq. 4.5)

The order of the sequence is very critical because rotations do not commute [129]. Some
disadvantages on Euler angles are identified by many researchers. First, "converting
between rotation matrices and angle coordinates is difficult and expensive, involving
arbitrary assumptions" [129]. Second, this parametrization bears a singularity known
as "gimbal lock" which is demonstrated in Section 6.1. Nevertheless, Euler angles are
favored by animators since they are flexible to manipulate and relatively easy to be understood. A good animation system should provide convenient interface to users and hide
the abstract representation and implementation from them. That is why a parametrization of Euler angles is desired while another one with better behavior can be used to
perform the underlying skinning method described in Chapter 6.

4.3.2

From Joint Positions to Euler Angles

Figure 4.8: Estimating pose space parameters: JP: parent joint; JCr: child joint in rest
pose; JCe: child joint in example pose; q: quaternion rotation; s: scaling value.
In the previous section, only the positions of skeleton joints in example poses are
obtained. To employ the skeletons in real productions, it is desirable to compute the
joint transformations as parameters of example poses. Although an example mesh can be
expressed as a reference mesh with a group of affine transformations [80], animators prefer
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more meaningful parameters such as joint rotations, translations or scaling values for
flexible manipulation. In most example-based approaches, these parameters are manually
built or represented as a vector of 4 x 4 transformation matrices which are not semantically
meaningful. In this section, Euler angles of skeletal joints, as one type of semantic pose
parameters, in each example are recovered. We first align the source joint of reference
mesh to one example mesh. And then starting from the root joint, rotation angles and
scaling values for each joint will be recursively computed in a width first search manner.
Given joint positions of a father-child pair in reference pose and one example pose, two
bones in the respective reference and example pose form a quaternion that rotates the
reference bone into the example bone.
In Figure 4.8, for a specific bone with a parent joint and child joint, JCr is the
position of the child joint in rest pose, and JCe is its position in one example pose.
The positions of parent joint in the rest pose and example pose are aligned to J P. Two
vectors are thus generated as V J P - J O and vjp_j C e -

Based on the Euler's Theorem

that any two independent orthonormal coordinate frames can be related by a sequence of
rotations [89], rotating vjp_jc r to Vjp_jc e brings out a quaternion. Quaternion is widely
used in animations, which is investigated in details in Chapter 6. Given a quaternion
Q — fai) Q2, q3, q<i], the Euler angles are:

(4>\

(

arct

-ag?rS

\

\ WI

\

arctan £%&%)

/

These Euler angles can be used as pose parameters for key framing, can serve as
interpolation values for pose space deformation, and can be tuned by animators for other
special effects.
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Figure 4.9: Illustration on bone scaling and translating

4.3.3

Scaling Joints

In the previous section, Euler angles are recovered by rotating a bone from the rest
pose to one example pose. But there is a disparity in the lengths of two vectors as
shown in Figure 4.8. This disparity will serve as a scaling value as another type of
pose parameters. Instead of computing pure rotations [94] or rotations and translations
[104], example pose space is parameterized as rotations and scaling values based on the
observation that scaling joints can capture more accurate deformations than translations.
This strategy can also be justified by the fact that articulate deformation is more likely
resulted from muscle flexion while the bone length should be fixed. In Figure 4.9, the
joint which is manipulated is circled in orange color. In the left is a human arm in rest
pose. In the middle, the circled joint is translated along x-axis by 0.6, while it is scaled
still along x-axis by 1.6 in the right picture. It is obvious that the translation brings
more artifacts than the scaling, and further, scaling will not change the position relative
to the parent joint.
Given the recovered Euler angles <fi, 6, ip and scaling values s for a joint, the transformation matrix which is used to evaluate Ma in Eq. 4.1 is given by:
Ma=

/ 1
0
0
\ / cos#
0 cos<f> -sine/)
0
\0
sin0 cos</> / \ - s i n 0

0 sinfl \
1 0
0 cos# /

/ cost/' - s h r 0 0 \ / s 0 0 \
sin?/' cos^ 0
0 s 0
\
0
0
1/ \0 0
s)

However, those recovered parameters are not simply used to evaluate the SSD model,
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but also for fitting the joint weights to given examples and further to serve as interpolation
variables for PSD, which is discussed in Chapter 5.

4.4
4.4.1

Fitting Joint Weights
Least Squares Problems

In computer graphics, Least Squares (LS) can be used to solve a wide range of problems,
which are usually viewed as finding the best set of parameters for a model given some
data [5]. For instance, in inverse kinematic problem, joint angles can be determined
by minimizing the disparities between specified effector positions and evaluated effector
positions. Generally speaking, in 1-dimension case, given two variables a and b, x is used
to describe the relationship between them:
b = xa

(Eq. 4.6)

Since this relationship (the linear model) may not be exact for all data pairs, evaluated
data can be written as:
b = xa

(Eq. 4.7)

Then the LS problem can be generalized as given a set of data (a*, bi) (i = 1 , . . . , n), find
a parameter x such that
n

n

e = Y^(t>i-bi)2 =
j=l

,

%2(bi-xai)2

(Eq. 4.8)

i=l

is minimized. In this case, evaluating joint weights from examples, SSD can be used as
the underlying model to describe the relationship between the weights and the example
meshes. Other parameters (i.e. skeletal structure, pose parameters for examples, mapping between joints and influenced joints, etc) for evaluating deformed meshes through
SSD are recovered already. So we have SSD as the model:
e = SSD(u;)
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then, LS can be used to obtain u> by minimizing |e — e| 2 . Because the joint weights
should be positive, then Non-Negative Least Squares (NNLS) is applied as discussed in
the next subsection.

4.4.2

Fitting joint weights through Non-Negative Least Squares

Normally, joint weights based on SSD are roughly initialized through either "closest distance" or "closest in hierarchy", and then carefully tweaked by artists to obtain better
deformations. This task known as "weight painting" requires much animating experiences and tedious efforts as well. Careless weighting will result in ambiguous attachment
that some surface vertices are assigned to wrong joints (illustrated as Figure 4.5). Deriving joint weights automatically from examples by formulating a data fitting problem
is adopted in recent research works.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.10: Joint Weight Fitting: (a) A tube is skinned through SSD; (b)One of five examples
from manually re-sculpting; (c)fitted tube corresponding to (b).
The method of least squares, also known as regression analysis, is used to model
numerical data obtained from observations by adjusting the parameters of a model so as
to get an optimal fit of the data. The best fit is that instance of the model for which the
sum of squared residuals has its least value, a residual being the difference between an
observed value and the value given by the model. The model that is going to be fitted is
Eq. 4.2, in which joint weights u>j are refined according to example meshes in the manner
of least squares.
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Given skinning formula Eq. 4.2 and coordinates in example pose space from the previous sections, for a single vertex v at one specific example pose, we can obtain transformed
vertices induced by influencing joints vpk = M%vr where k = 1 , . . . , J indicating indices of
influencing joints. We stack these transformed vertices from all joints and all examples:

«i\

( v\

V1

t*

w

...

< ;

\v»

/

where N is the number of examples and vl is the example vertex corresponded to v. v*
means the vertex position for v, which is transformed by kth joint to example pose p.
u>k means influencing weight from joint k. This is a constrained linear system in which
cu >= 0 and Ylk=i UJk = ^-- To meet these constraints, the above linear system is revised:
(
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We solve this system using nonnegative least squares (NNLS) [92] to obtain joint
weights from examples [80]. Solving this linear system using NNSL can efficiently avoid
over fitting problem [143]. The fitting result is demonstrated in (c) of Fig. 4.10, in which
a cylinder is fitted to five examples. Compared with the conventional SSD skinning result
(a), fitting joint weights from examples preset obvious advantages.

4.5

Results a n d Discussions

Skeletal subspace deformation (SSD) has been proposed and applied in real productions
for many years. As for example-based approaches (i.e. PSD), which intend to improve
SSD in many ways, have been seen actively practised from 2000. However, a gap that
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associates each example mesh to its corresponding pose always exists and almost all
example-based approaches assume that the associated poses are already available, which
actually requires lots of tedious manual works. This chapter is to fill this gap by proposing
a pose parameterization scheme, based on which PSD can be applied upon pure geometries by building corresponding pose information. The work described in this chapter is
published in [68, 151]. Optimized joint positions for example poses are demonstrated in
Figure 4.11. Based on the recovered pose parameters, the underlying model skeletal subspace deformation (SSD) is refined to fit the given examples. New poses can be generated
as shown in Figure 4.12. The contributions made in this chapter include, first, to obtain
the positions of skeletal joints in example poses, an optimization scheme is proposed by
identifying "joint skin", distances of which to the associated joints are supposed to be
near invariant during non-rigid deformation. Second, a parameterization scheme of example poses is proposed for each skeletal joint. These parameters provide a flexible and
semantically meaningful interface for animators. Third, the recovered pose parameters
are used to fit joint weights by solving a non-negative least squares problem. However,
the mesh deformed by SSD in the example poses shows some artifacts compared with the
given example meshes. Pose space deformation is then applied to remove these artifacts
which is described in Chapter 5.
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Figure 4.11: Estimating world positions of joints in example poses.
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Figure 4.12: New poses.
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Chapter 5
An Optimization Scheme for
Example Based Approaches
In this chapter, a layered framework that incorporates example-based skinning algorithms such as Pose Space Deformation into an existing character animation system is
proposed. The most challenging aspect in designing an example-based skinning in an
existing system is that it is generally believed that the interpolation of the examples is
best performed before doing other skinning deformations (although there has been no
analysis as to why this is the case), whereas the examples are specified by the user after
the other deformations are performed. It is therefore necessary to invert the operation
of these skinning and deformation operators. Existing systems typically allow layering
of both basic skinning methods such as Skeleton Subspace Deformation (SSD) and other
deformations such as lattices, etc., and commercial systems may further allow additional
proprietary deformation algorithms as part of the character skinning. Unfortunately,
understanding and accessing their various parameters can be laborious at best, and the
algorithms in the case of commercial packages are usually not accessible to users. The
contributions of this Chapter are 1) a detailed analysis showing how inverting the skinning operations leads to better example interpolation, and 2) a demonstration that the
black-box inverse can be accomplished in practise using Powell optimization, resulting in
an improved example-based skinning capability for existing large animation systems.
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5.1

Scattered Data Interpolation

Scattered data interpolation problems arise in many different ways such as gravitational
field of earth, color film processing, implicitly defined surfaces, oil exploration etc. [8].
The problem can be formulated as that given data points (xi, yi) G fl x R, find s G S(fl)
such that
s(Xi) = yi: i=l,2,... ,N

(Eq. 5.1)

A popular choice to solve the above problem is to use Radial Basis Functions (RBF) as
discussed in the following subsection. Typical works using RBF interpolation for example
skinning are also investigated in this section.

5.1.1

Radial Basis Functions
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Figure 5.1: ID Radial Basis Function Interpolation
Radial basis functions (RBF) [118, 36] are frequently employed for scattered data interpolation in computer graphics. They are characterized by having a value that is determined solely by one parameter, the distance from a center point in the multi-dimensional
68
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abstract space [132]. Related applications in computer graphics can be found in image
warping [16] and 3D interpolation [141]
Suppose there is a set of data points {(rcj, ?/,)}, where i = 1 , . . . , N. An interpolated
point from RBF is given by
N

y = Frbf(x)

= ^2wi<f>(\\x - Xi\\)

(Eq. 5.2)

i=l

The values of u/j from Eq. 5.2 are obtained by solving a least square system such that
N

Yl llSfc -

F

rbf(Xi

(Eq. 5.3)

i=i

is minimized. Any function that satisfies the property <f>(x) = 0(||x||) will interpolate
the data

l

[96], and in this dissertation Gaussian function <f>i(x) = exp(~"x^2

) will be

used. To minimize Eq. 5.3, a set of basis vectors </>, will be formed:

Figure 5.2: Scattered Interpolation. Left: Shepard's method; Right: RBF interpolation.
(Image Curtesy of [96])

<j>{\\xi-Xi\\)

(f>%

<j){\\Xj-Xi\\)
4>{\\xN -

Xi\\)

Denote 4>(\\XJ — Xj||) as (f>ji, thus a N x N matrix $ is written as:
1

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Radial_basis_function
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The least square system Eq. 5.3 is then equivalent to
3>w = y

where w = (u^,...

,U;N)-

(Eq. 5.4)

Since $ is a symmetric positive, a unique solution should

exist for building the interpolation scheme Eq. 5.2. In the Gaussian function, parameter
a is used to control the "fall-off". In Figure 5.1, we use Gaussian Radial Basis functions to
interpolate 3 points. The red and blue curves represent a = 1.0 and a = 2.0 respectively.
Other basis functions also can be candidates.
RBF interpolation presents several advantages. First of all it will result in a smooth
interpolant.

Further, it extrapolates to zero and shows a better quality in the first

derivative at the data points compared with Shepard's method [26] (shown as Figure
5.2).

5.1.2

Shape by Example

Shape by Example (SBE) is proposed in [132], which defines a shape as a continuous
range of forms generated from given examples on the fly. Each example is annotated
by a value in an abstract (pose) space designed by users. To interpolate the examples,
a linear approximation is first used to find a hyperplane in the abstract space that
comes closest to approximating the example values. What follows is RBF interpolation
which is performed upon the residuals between examples and the results from the linear
approximation. The linear part provides an overall approximation to the space defined
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by the examples and permits extrapolation outside the convex hull of the locations of
examples. To generalize, the basis functions used in this work is:
N
u

x

h( )

D
r

= ^2 i2hFi2(x)
t2=l

+ ^2ahiAi(x)

(Eq. 5.5)

1=0

where UJ^X) are the weights for example i\, ri2il are the radial basis function weights,
Fi2 (x) are the radial basis functions themselves, the a^ and A\ are the linear coefficients
and linear bases. The subscripts i\ and i-i are both example indices. Thus at runtime for
the j t h vertex, its position is obtained by
N

ti=i

where N is the number of examples and xixj is the vertex position of the j'th vertex in
example i\.

5.1.3

EigenSkin

EigenSkin [88] also involves runtime interpolation from given examples. SSD is first
built and the displacements are computed by comparing the SSD results against given
examples in corresponding poses. One contribution made in this work is that instead
of directly interpolating the displacements, Principle Component Analysis (PCA) is first
conducted to obtain eigen vectors of displacements per each joint. This strategy is
based on the fact that significant redundancy exists in the pose displacements when
treating large amount of input simulated data. The detailed technique is to construct
a rectangular matrix Aj of size 3\Sj\ x \Pj\ for each joint j . \Sj\ if the set of vertex
indices supported by j and Pj is the pose indices used to compute Sj. Using Singular
Value Decomposition (SVD), Aj = UjDjVj\ the matrix Uj has the same size as Aj and
consists of columns of eigendisplacements for those vertices influenced by j , which has
the same block format that used to build Aj. The singular values, in the diagonal matrix
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_ _ _

Dj, identify the importance that each eigendisplacement has in reproducing the observed
poses. The combination of the matrix Vj and the singular values gives the coordinates
of the observed displacements in the eigendisplacement basis.
Given a threshold (determined by the hardware limits), each observed eigendisplacement basis, using the above technique, can be truncated with the error minimized in the
least squares sense. At runtime computing the eigendisplacement coordinates in arbitrary
configurations still involves solving a scattered data interpolation problem using radial
basis functions. Note that, in this work, a direct inverse operation of SSD skinning model
is performed to form the observed displacements which is implemented simply as a matrix
inverse operation. In this dissertation, SSD is treated as an unknown black box and an
optimization problem is formulated to allow the usage of any skinning model. Besides,
the formulated strategy can handle some singular poses (i.e. a singular transformation
matrix) which are not treated in [88].
Compared with SBE and EigenSkin, one distinction presented in this dissertation
is that only pure geometries of example meshes are known. Extracting skeletons and
parameterizing pose parameters are nontrivial as discussed in the previous chapters. In
the following, improved PSD in production environment is investigated, analyzed, and
implemented based on the skeletonization and parametrization results.

5.2
5.2.1

Pose Space Deformation
Formulating Pose Space

Pose space comprises a set of parameters from controlling objects such as rotation angles,
translation displacement vectors, scaling values of joints, etc, or parameters indicating
character features such as age, sex, stature etc. [132], or some other values displaying
facial status or even mental emotions (See the Figure 5.3) [96]. These parameters not only
serve as the spaces for interpolation, but also provide convenient interface to animators
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Figure 5.3: Pose Space Formulation (Image Curtesy of [96])
for tuning animations freely. Therefore, pose space parameters should be semantically
meaningful. Specifically, a rotation angle, a translation or scaling value can be used as
pose parameters but a 4 x 4 affine transformation should be hidden from users.
In previous literature on PSD, users build pose spaces for examples and thus PSD
is performed by assuming that all pose spaces are available and naturally suitable for
associated surface geometries. However, in many circumstances, example geometries
come without associated pose parameters, and thus a parameterization is necessary. In
the previous chapter an intuitive scheme to find joint parameters for example pose is
proposed. In this Chapter, pose parameters are known and are used as input for PSD
scheme.

5.2.2

Algorithm Overview

The famous SSD problem of "collapsed elbow" is recognized in [96] as being due to the
fact that deformation is limited to a linear subspace. Because of this limitation SSD
cannot synthesize many parts of a character skin involving complicated joint structures.
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Building on the SSD scheme, the Pose Space Deformation (PSD) is proposed by [96]
as a combination of SSD and shape blending which provides a nice solution to above
mentioned problems. PSD can be performed in the following steps:
• Example pose setup: move the character to problematic poses, sculpt and store
pose information (joint configuration x) including the amount of movement of each
sculpted vertex (delta values d).
• In the inverse PSD approach, transforming example models (d) to the rest pose
(dr): this step is trivial if the basic skinning, say SSD, is explicit. In our proposed
framework, this step will be replaced by an optimization routine.
• Solving a linear system: we set up an interpolation scheme for delta <&{x)uj = d
and solve it to obtain weights u) for all example poses.
• Realtime synthesis: for an intermediate pose, we obtain the delta in the rest pose by
interpolating example poses at runtime. We add this delta to the original character
surface and then let SSD or any other skinning scheme finish the final transformation.
For a vertex v, sculpted in N example poses, there are iV delta d\i = 0 , . . . , N —
1 corresponding to each pose xl,i — 0 , . . . ,N — 1. These are converted to rest pose
displacements using dri = SSD~1(dl).

The Gaussian Radial Basis functions are used to

interpolate dTl. First a N*N matrix $ is built with the (i,j)th element as 0(|| xl — xj ||),
where || x1 — xJ' \\ means the Euclidean distance between pose x1 and pose x\ then we
have a linear system:

W = $-lDr
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Here W and Dr are column vectors with ith element Ui and dn respectively. In the
synthesis phase, for an intermediate pose x, we can obtain the delta d for this vertex by:
AT-l

^^Tu^fll^-xH)

(Eq. 5.8)

i=0

Although PSD and improved example-based schemes have been discussed in many
publications [88, 90, 132], the reason why the inverse should be performed is still ambiguous. In the next section this issue will be analyzed to demonstrate why inverting the
SSD (and other deformations) in order to interpolate the examples in the rest pose is the
right choice.

5.2.3

PSD in Practical Applications

PSD had been applied successfully in movie industry [96]. As for its implementation,
a set of issues must be addressed. First, one must carefully define a pose vector for a
particular vertex. That is to answer which controls or parameters and how many of them
consist of this pose vector. If the dimension of this vector is not sufficient, a singularity in
RBF interpolation will occur. This singularity can be described by a particular scenario
that if a joint which should be incorporated in the pose vector is not counted as an
effective controller, and if there are displacements of the vertex resulted by this joint at
two different key poses, a set of interpolant data, which has two different RBF function
values from the same variable, will be generated. The interpolation of this data set is ill
defined. This can be explained from Eq. 5.2 as the following:
Vi = frbf(x), yj = frbf(x), for y{ ^ yj

(Eq. 5.9)

On the other hand, if the dimension is more than necessary, animators will be surprised by the undesired deformations from those redundant controllers. For instance,
rotating a leg knee will result in a bulge in an arm elbow. To avoid the above problems,
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defining an appropriate pose vector can be handed over to animators, which is the case
in Softimage system [3]. Animators first define a set of joints or controllers, and then
the influenced surface vertices, set the value of controllers at key poses, sculpt influenced
areas, define the key poses, and let the system do the interpolation. The implementation
in this dissertation is simplified. The pose vector is defined by the SSD scheme, in which
only those joints with non-zero weights will be counted in pose vector. Setting a weight
value as zero can erase unwanted joints. As for the singularity, our system simply flags
an exception to users.

5.3

Improvement of PSD by Inverse Operation

This section will describe the implementation of our inverse algorithm and why it is an
improvement. SSD is used as the underlying skinning, since an explicit form of basic
skinning can help simplify our task of explanation. We call the PSD scheme without the
inverse operation the "forward PSD", and comparison to it will be used to demonstrate
the superiority of the inverse method.

5.3.1

Deformation Direction Analysis

v

V

4

d7
(a)

-V

(b)

Figure 5.4: (a)Rest pose; (b)Example pose with rotation of 90 degrees

7(5
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Figure 5.5: Deformation direction
In this section the deforming effects of both forward PSD and inverse PSD are analyzed and compared, and why the inverse method is superior is explained.
Given two examples as shown in Figure 5.4 (a) and (b) respectively, vertex v with the
position vr in the rest pose (0 degree) is sculpted to a "target position" v\ in an example
pose (90 degrees). The delta value in the first pose is zero. Then we apply forward and
inverse PSD respectively to interpolate these two poses. For an intermediate pose x, we
have two distinct deforming vertices resulting from these two algorithms, as illustrated
in Figure 5.5, v%sd, v*, vfp are the deformed positions from SSD, forward and inverse PSD
in an intermediate pose x. We use two angles ap and aip to analyze how directions
of a deformed vertex change with the pose. In the forward case, ap is formed by the
vector (VgSd,Vp) and the line y = Yv* , where YU is the y coordinate of v*sd. For the
two examples shown in Figure 5.4 (a) and (b), we have delta values di = [dix,diy] and
d2 = [d2x,d,2y]- From Eq. 5.7:
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^lx

U\y

<^2x

UJ2y

011
021

012
022

-1

d\x

d\y

d2x

dixj

Because in the rest pose, no movement for v is generated, then dx = [dix, diy] = [0, 0].
Taking the model in the rest pose as an example is a common practice when applying
shape interpolation, since interpolating effects from other examples should not change
the original model in rest pose. Therefore, by solving the above equation we have:

Mix

=

0 n dix + 012 dix — 012 dix

<^2x ~

021 ^ l x + 022 dix = 022 dix = dix

Uly =

0H d\y + 0 12 diy = 0J2 diy

Uly =

021 diy + 022 diy = 022 d2y = diy

where 0 ^ is the (i,j)th element of $ - 1 , and if % = j , 0 ^ = 1. Then in an intermediate
pose x for a p , we have t a n a p = j*-. dy and dx are delta values in x, y coordinates
computed from equation Eq. 5.8. With the above weight values, we have:

tanojr

dy

Uly<j)(x - XX) + Uly(t){X ~ X2)

uix(f>(x - Xi) + u)2x(j){x - xi)
<j>iildiy(j){x - xx) + d2y4>(x - xi)
<frTidix(!>(x ~ xi) + d2x4>{x - xi)
d

2y

dix

We can see this angle ap is a constant and depends only on the value of delta in the
second pose di — [dix, diy]. Now take a look at OLJP in the inverse case. Two examples are
transformed to rest pose to obtain delta values: d^ = [d'lx, dly\ = [0,0] and dr2 = [d'2x, d2 ].
Since only the second joint is rotating, SSD is simplified as a rotation transformation and
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ignoring other issues such as accumulating effects from the first joint:

(

cos 9
-sin#
0

sin 9 0
cosfl 0
0 1

where 9 is the rotation angle of the second joint. Then for the vertex vr = [vox^oy],
SSDo(vr) transforms v from the rest pose to [VSSDX > VSSDV] = [vox c o s Q—voy sin 9, v0x sin 9+
VoyCosO]. In an intermediate pose x, its corresponding rest position is obtained as vx =
[vox+ctx, v0y+cty], and here the [ctx, <£y] is the interpolated result from equation Eq. 5.8. We
just apply the simplified SSD to vrx to obtain vxIp: vInPx = (v0x + dx) cos 9 — (v0y + d'y) sin 9
and vInpy = (v0x + d'x) sin.9 + (voy + d'y) cos9. Similarly, the tangent of a.ip is computed
as:

tana/p

Vjnpy -

VsSDy

Vlnpx

VSSDX

=

-

oC sin 9 + d„ cos 9
dx cos 9 — dy sin 9
where tan/? = J = > . Then we can see a/ p = —(6 + 0), which is linearly proportional
to the pose rotation 9.
Now we take a look at a real cylinder model with one vertex sculpted in the second
pose, shown in the Figure 5.6. The Forward PSD and the corresponding inverse PSD in
the same poses (30, 45 and 60 degrees of one rotated joint) are illustrated respectively in
Figure 5.7. We can see that in the forward case, the direction of deformed vertex always
remains the same with the example cylinder (figure 5.6). For the inverse PSD however,
that direction is changed along with the rotation of the joint. The case described above
is quite common in practice when animating shoulder, elbow, knee, hip-bone, neck, etc.
All these parts would rotate from the rest pose with some angle to other poses. On
the other hand, as a matter of experience, PSD is supposed to be a method of "local"
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correction, which means pose space should not be extended to the whole space that
has to incorporate all influenced objects. Otherwise, large amount of unnecessary works
of building examples will be required, and the distance between different poses is also
meaningless. For example how to measure the distance between differing poses such as
"lying clown" and "pitching"?

Figure 5.6: A simple test case: two example poses with one vertex sculpted

5.3.2

Direction Set (Powell's) Methods for Minimization

For a minimization problem, there are many candidate algorithms according to the form
of function, knowledge of the derivative, computing capacity, and requirements for the
rate of convergence, etc. In our situation, the function form is not explicit, and the
computing burden increases with the number of example poses. We will adopt Powell's
method as the solution to this minimization problem.
One advantage of Powell's classic method is that it does not need explicit computation
of the function's gradient [120]. Because we are treating the skinning operations as a
"black box", their gradient is not available, so Powell's method is suitable. Minimizing the
function f(d') in a particular direction is actually minimization problem of one variable,
which is also called line minimization. Powell's idea is trying to find each minimum of
the function f(d') in different directions until f(d!) stops decreasing. How to choose the
next direction is the main concern of Powell's method, and it has been proven that after
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Figure 5.7: Interpolated Poses: the rotated joints are at 30, 45 and 60 degree. Left
column: PSD; Right column: inverse PSD.
repeated cycles of M line minimizations on conjugate directions, the optimization will in
due course converge to the minimum [120]. M is the dimensionality of the function/().
To solve this minimization problem, conjugate gradient method can also provide an
optimal solution. However, it will involve computing the first derivative of an objective
function which will infer the calling API functions of production tools (i.e. Maya, 3DS
Max, Softimage etc.). Such evaluation will cause extra computation burden and we
therefore adopt the Powell method that has a slower converge rate but it needs less time
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in calling objective function compared to conjugate gradient method.

5.3.3

A Unified Framework for Inverse Skinning Model

In this sub-section, how inverse PSD works is explained. For TV examples, a vertex v
is first transformed from the rest pose by SSD to positions viyi = 0 , . . . ,N — 1. Then
animators move it to example positions to obtain delta values dt, i = 0 , . . . , N — 1. The
final positions of v in the example poses are Vi + di, i = 0 , . . . , N — 1, and we call them
target positions v\. The above operations are summarized as:
v\ = Vi + di = SSDi(vr) + di
where vr means the rest position of v and SSDi(*) represents Eq. 4.1. The "forward
PSD" approach then concludes by interpolating d, as a function of pose.
In the inverse approach we instead apply the inverse of SSDi(*) to v\ to obtain a
modified rest pose vertex v\. The difference of v\ and vr produces new delta value d\,
which will be the input of the linear system (equation Eq. 5.7) introduced in the previous
section.

dl =

SSD7\v\)-vr

In this step we need to implement the inverse skinning operator SSD~l.
a 3D transformation, SSD'1

Since SSD is

is simply the inverse transformation matrix generated by

SSD. For the situation where other unknown skinning operations are adopted, we propose
a unified framework which will be discussed in the next section. Next we build a new
delta vector Dr with the ith element as d[, and replace D in equation Eq. 5.7 with d\ to
get a new weight vector Wr.
Wr

=

$~lDr

( E q

5 1 Q )

In the synthesis phase, for an intermediate pose x we have:
Af-l

<5 = I > « # I I *'-*!!)
2=0
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then we add this cFx to vr and let SSD finish the rest of the job:
vx = SSDx{vT + <Tx)
where vx represents the final position of vertex v in pose x.
The above discussions assume that the basic skinning algorithm is SSD, but in many
circumstances, other deformation schemes may be adopted [102, 131], most of which have
been implemented in animation packages. Therefore we propose a unified framework in
which no explicit inverse operation is necessitated.
Given a basic skinning method supported by any animation package we can deform
the original character model from rest pose to another specific pose. In the more general
case, we need to replace SSD with SKINNING in the inverse skinning algorithm as such
for equation Eq. 5.10:
v*

= Vi +dt = SKINNINGi(vr)

+ d{

But this time we do not implement the inverse of SKINNING as in equation Eq. 5.10.
To find delta d\ in the rest pose:
vt = SKINNINGi(vr)

+ dt = SKINNING^

+ d[)

we can set up a minimization problem to minimize the function:
/(dj) = ||Vj - SKINNINGi{vr

+ <)|| 2

(Eq. 5.12)

This function can be given to the Powell's method to find d\ at the minimum of f(d').
For each example pose Pj, we have a d\. We then apply radial basis function to d'^i =
0 . . . n — 1) in the pose space to obtain u>i(i = 0 . . . n — 1). In synthesis phase, a d'x in
an intermediate pose x can be computed by equation Eq. 5.8 based on its position x in
pose space d'x = ^ ^ o Ui4>(\\x — Xj||). Then we have the final synthesis result:
vx = SKINNING(vr
83
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Figure 5.8: System Pipeline for Unified Inverse Skinning.
This unified approach is implemented as a Maya plug-in. In Maya, "tweaking" is a
procedure adding delta values to original surface vertices before any deformations. It is
actually Maya's form of rest-pose editing for their built-in deformation operators. As
presented in Figure 5.8, the whole system is divided into two phases. The first phase is
to find each delta in the rest pose corresponding to each example pose. Basic skinning
provided by Maya is called in the loop of minimization scheme.
The output of the first phase, the delta in the rest pose, is input to the second phase
84
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that is a linear system performing RBF interpolation to obtain the PSD weights. In
the synthesis process, for an intermediate pose x, a delta d'x ( or dx ) is synthesized
by equation Eq. 5.11. The final deformed vertex is computed by Maya skinning as in
Eq. 5.13.

5.3.4

Singular Poses

If the SSD transformation in Eq. 4.2 is singular, the inverse PSD deformation will not
be possible. Deformation that lies in the null space of the SSD matrix will be ignored.
Although singular cases (one example is a joint rotated by 180° degrees with equal \, \
weights on the two joint frames, which is an unrealistic case of self-intersection) are
rare, it is possible to handle these cases with a small rearrangement of the inverse PSD
approach. We reformulate the problem as
f(Vi) = H + Wi - SKINNING^

+ <)|| 2 + A | H | 2

where yt is a concatenated vector x/i = [c^,Wj] and A is an arbitrary small number. The
final synthesis is then
vx = SKINNING{vr

+ d'x) + wx

where wx is interpolated after SKINNING by applying the same RBF scheme as used
for d'x (thus, only minimal code changes are required). The idea here is that, since u>i is
being minimized, it will generally be zero, and will be non-zero only if it is not possible
to obtain the desired deformation V{ using SKINNINGi(vr

+ d\).

In the case where the SSD transform is near-singular, the solved d\ can be much larger
than other d'k, which can result, in poorly posed interpolation. To address this case, we
further modify the objective function as

f(Vi) = hi + Wi - SKINNING^

+ <)|| 2 + A | H | 2 +

Mf

to prevent very large d\ where 0.0001 is a sufficient value for both A and fi.
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5.4

Results and Discussions

When PSD was first introduced in [96], it was suggested that the interpolation should
be performed in the rest pose and some follow up works such as [88] did the same by
multiplying the inverse transformation of SSD. However, there are no explanations on
why this is a better practice and no further studies on how to apply the inverse operation
when the underlying skinning scheme is not SSD or when it is an entirely unknown
scheme, which is the case in most real production environment where the underlying
skinning is a combination of many schemes and there is no uniform mathematic model
available for inverse operation. In this chapter, details on why and how the inverse
operation can improve the interpolation results are provided. To our knowledge, this
provides for the first time a clear theoretical reasoning why inverse operation is required.
Editing geometry is formulated in rest pose as an optimization problem and a unified
framework which can be implemented on high-end commercial packages while allowing
any proprietary skinning operators to be incorporated is proposed. The main work is
published in [148].

Figure 5.9: toad: closeup of circled part from figure 9. left: PSD; right: inverse PSD.
Inverse skinning integrates SSD and shape interpolation better than its forward rival.
It is demonstrated that the direction of a deformed vertex in inverse skinning is linearly
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Figure 5.10: toad: a sequence of animated frames, left: PSD; right: inverse PSD.
proportional to joint rotations in a simplified example, while the forward PSD does not
incorporate the direction information. Therefore the inverse approach presents better
performance and more consistent interpolation (Figure 5.10 to Figure 5.12).
By formulating the inverse process as a minimization problem a unified model is
proposed not only for SSD but also for other skinning schemes, into which shape interpolation can be incorporated. But the minimizing process will introduce more cost. This
cost depends on the size of deformed character, parameters of minimization methods
(Powell) such as convergence precision, and the number of example poses. In addition
the cost of the animation software must be considered (for example, the Maya API implements a run-time type interpretation system on all operations). The cost of the inverse
87
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operation is not critical, however, since it is a one time "setup" cost, and the computing
time is insignificant compared to the human time required to sculpt the desired deformations. Once the linear system is solved, the synthesis is potentially realtime since no
extra computing is involved in this process compared to the forward PSD. This unified
example-based approach is implemented as a Maya plugin. It interoperates with Maya's
closed-source "Smooth Skinning" deformation [84].
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Rest Pose

SSD in Exaraple Pose

ExaBg)le Pose (66.8 degree)

SSD in 45 degree

PSD in 4.5 degree

inverse PSD in 45 degree

SSD in 60 degree

PSD in 60 degree

inverse PSD in 60 degree

Figure 5.11: PSD vs. Inverse PSD: with two example poses, one in rest pose and the
other is sculpted when the thumb is rotated down 66.8 degrees. SSD shows an obvious
collapse. The intermediate poses from SSD, PSD and inverse PSD are shown in the
second (45 degrees) and third (60 degrees) rows respectively.
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Chapter 6
Skinning Examples upon Spherical
Blending
In this chapter, a skinning framework by layering example based approach upon the
spherical blend skinning (SBS) is proposed. The prototype skeleton subspace deformation (SSD) method is replaced by SBS, which partly removes notorious artifacts such
as collapsing-elbows and candy-wrappers induced by SSD while maintaining comparable
efficiency with SSD. Further, example based approach will be built by extending deformation using spherical space instead of linear space to provide more convincing effects.
The aim is to seek a balance between the deformation quality and runtime speed. It
is known that by providing more examples, the desired effects can be captured better,
but it is at the expense of performance efficiency. SBS is able to significantly reduce artifacts induced by SSD while still maintaining comparable efficiency. Example shapes can
provide more artistic deformation effects that cannot be captured through mathematical
solutions. Therefore, we are motivated to combine SBS and example based approach
without introducing too many examples while still maintaining reasonable speed for real
productions.
To summarize, in this chapter, spherical blend skinning (SBS)is adopted as the underlying scheme. Example based approach is further layered upon SBS to capture more
deformations from those examples. Fig. 6.1 gives a simple illustration. When the joint
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Difference between SSD and SBS
Difference between SBS and PSD

Figure 6.1: Illustration for SSD, SBS and PSD
J 2 rotates, each area with different grey level represents deformed effects from SSD, SBS
and PSD respectively.

6.1

Interpolation in Spherical Space

Joint orientation is treated as a transformation matrix in ad hoc skinning algorithm
skeletal subspace deformation, in which rotations are defined as Euler angles [25]. Dealing
with orientations using Euler angles, "gimbal lock" may result when two axes effectively
line up, resulting in a temporary loss of a degree of freedom (shown in Figure 6.2).
There is another representation for rotations which is more favored in animation field:
quaternions. In this section, quaternions and their usage in animation are investigated.

6.1.1

Quaternion

In mathematics, quaternions are a non-commutative extension of complex numbers,
which are normally written as the combination of a scalar value s and a vector value
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<m»
Figure 6.2: Gimbal Lock
v such as:
q=(s,v)

(Eq. 6.1)

where s = q0 and v = [qi,qa, qs]. A quaternion can represent a rotation by an angle 9
around a unit axis a:
0
9
e
q = [cos -2', a x sin - , a y sm - , SL^ sin-i-J
J

(Eq. 6.2)

2

or
,

9

.

9

q = (cos-, a s m - )

(Eq. 6.3)

A rotation matrix can be obtained by a quaternion as follows:
1 - 2q\ - 2q% 2qxq2 + 2?o?3 2qi<h - 2q0q2
2qxq2 - 2q0q3 \-2q\2q\ 2q2q3 + 2q0ql
2qxq3 + 2q0q2 2q2q3 - 2q0ql \-2q\2q\
An inverse of a quaternion is given by:
qX =

:<s,v)

(Eq. 6.4)

vq

(Eq. 6.5)

and a vector rotated by a quaternion is:
v = q

Shoemake demonstrates that quaternions present better behaviors in rotating orientations [129]. Thus he suggests that interpolation in key framing techniques should be
treated using quaternions instead of Euler angles.
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SLERP
QLERP

Figure 6.3: SLERP and QLERP (Image Courtesy of [84])

6.1.2

Interpolating using Quaternions

In computer graphics, SLERP is shorthand for spherical linear interpolation introduced
by Ken Shoemake in the context of quaternion interpolation for the purpose of animating
3D rotation. It refers to a constant speed motion along a unit radius great circle arc,
given the ends and an interpolation parameter between 0 and 1 (illustrated in Figure
6.3). SLERP is formulated as:
*(*;p»q)

sin((l - t)0)p + sin(t0)q
sin#

(Eq. 6.6)

Instead of interpolating quaternions on a circular arc, Kavan and Zara propose to perform
interpolation along the shortest segment [84], which is called QLERP as shown in Figure
6.3:
(l-t)p + q
f(*;p,q) =

(l-t)p + q||

(Eq. 6.7)

Although this slight change does not result in uniform interpolation on the arc, it is
sufficient for skinning in which blending a set of joint rotations will be involved. [84]
proves that the difference between SLERP and QLERP is strictly constrained in 0.143
radians.
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6.2

Modified Spherical Blend Skinning

(a) SSD

(b) SBS

Figure 6.4: Skeleton Subspace Deformation vs. Spherical Blend Skinning

It has been observed that deforming shapes should be decomposed into rigid and
elastic parts. "The rigid part performs the general positional changes, while the fine
details are gradually changed by the elastic part" [7]. The reason that sometimes SSD
fails can be reinterpreted as blending being performed by mixing rigid part and elastic
part, which should be handled separately. This is the idea that SBS is based on: each
transformation matrix of joint will be decomposed into a pure rotation (elastic) part and
a translation (rigid) part, and then be blended respectively.
Given the blending method in Eq. 4.2, the core of SBS is to extract the rotation part
of transformation matrix Mf, and converts them into quaternions, which are further
blended. The algorithm is given as:
j

vp = SBSp(vr)

= Qp(vr - rp) + ] T ujtMfrp

(Eq. 6.8)

t=i

Compared with equation Eq. 4.2, new terms Qp (blended transformation of pure rotation
part) and rp (rotation center) are introduced. On how to formulate the above algorithm,
please refer to [84]. In this section we will fully explore how to evaluate those terms.
For Mf in Equation Eq. 4.2, we denote each entry as mhyk. Then Mf can be expanded
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as:
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where jRf and I? are rotation and translation parts of transformation Mf respectively.
B% will be converted to quaternions and used to determine the rotation center together
with ffi .

6.2.1

Singular Value Decomposition

In linear algebra, the singular value decomposition (SVD) is an important, factorization
of a rectangular real or complex matrix, with several applications in signal processing
and statistics applications which employ the SVD include computing the pseudoinverse,
least squares fitting of data, matrix approximation, and determining the rank, range and
null space of a matrix [1]. It is a method for transforming correlated variables into a
set of uncorrelated ones that better expose the various relationships among the original
data. It is also an approach for identifying and ordering the dimensions along which data
points exhibit the most variation. And thus it is possible to find the best approximation
of the original data points using fewer dimensions. In other words, SVD can be seen as
a method for data reduction as shown in subsection 5.1.3. In the following the details of
finding rotation center using SVD are investigated.

6.2.2

Determine Rotation Center

The rotation center is defined as the point whose positions transformed by the assigned
joints are as close as possible. That is:
M?(? = M](?
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where i, j = 1,..., m. We use {&, 1) as the homogeneous representation of the center c p ,
then Equation Eq. 6.9 can be written as:

R* if\ ( &\

o

IP
(m "J i"3

i /\ i /

\ I

C

P

v o i ; vi

such that:

(R'-R'y

= q-%

Stacking all above equations for i,j we have:
RcP^l
where R is a 3rn x 3 matrix and 1 is a 3m column vector. A robust singular value
decomposition (SVD) method is adopted to solve for rotation center cp. It is not necessary
to perform SVD for each vertex since the computation involved is only related to joint
transformation. As stated in [84], the center position can be evaluated for each joint set
and further cached for look-up when handling each vertex.

6.2.3

Quaternion Rotations Blending

We need to expand Rpk to homogeneous matrices and then convert them into quaternions,
which are trivial works. However blending quaternions are somewhat complicated even
though a straightforward linear blending is performed in [2]. The algorithm is described
as following:
• RH^ are extended to homogeneous matrices:

K=

I ^0,0 ^0,1 to,2
tl,0 £l,l ^1,2
^2,0 h,l
^2,2

0 1
0
0

\ 0

1 /
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• Rlk! are further converted to quaternions qpk.
• Choose a pivot from cfc. Here we adopt a strategy slightly different from that of
[84]. For a group of quaternions qk(k = 1 , . . . , m) (ignoring the subscript p), we will
choose a particular quaternion qPiVOt with the maximum value of \qk.x + qk.y + qk-A
(k = 1 , . . . , m) as a pivot. For each of the other quaternions qk (k ^ pivot) , we
compute the distances d+ from qPiVOt to qk, and eL from qViVOt to — qk respectively.
If d+ < d-, qk remains unchanged. Otherwise, we replace qk with its inverse — qk.
• Obtain qv by linearly blending qk: qp =

Ylk^i^kql

• Convert qp to matrix Qp.
By now we have obtained Qp and cp, both of which are run-time parameters that
have to be evaluated for each frame. As stated earlier, we compute them only for each
joint set and not necessary for each vertex. Fig. 6.4 demonstrates the superiority of SBS
over SSD when a human elbow twists.

6.3

Pose Space Deformation on Spherical Blended
Models

SBS performs deformations in the spherical space. This is an apparent advantage over
SSD, of which the linear blending results in many obvious artifacts [96]. A skinning
framework by layering example based approach upon SBS is proposed. SSD will be
replaced by spherical skinning, and further, the example based approach provides more
convincing deformation by extending from spherical space instead of linear space.
Heuristically, blending transformations in spherical space naturally inherits the properties of articulate animations. Artifacts resulted from linear blending such as candy
wrapper effects and collapsing joints can be partially removed. We say "partially" because detailed deformations still cannot be captured by simply performing SBS. Example
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 6.5: Example based skinning strategies: (a) an example at the rest pose; (b) an
example at the pose of "elbow-twist" (rotated -130 degrees along x axis); (c) Blended
shape by PSD being layered on SSD (rotated -110 degrees along x axis); (d) Blended
shape by PSD being layered on SBS (rotated -110 degrees along x axis).
shapes in varied poses are necessary to provide more convincing animation effects. In
other words, deformations for articulated characters should neither be limited to linear
space nor spherical space. However, the detailed deformations are achieved at the expense of runtime speed. With more examples, the runtime synthesis speed is slower.
Compared with conventional example based methods which are built upon SSD, our
framework shows apparent advantages. First, the number of example shapes can be reduced due to the fact that SBS is already capable of removing some artifacts. Second,
displacement values obtained by subtracting problematic shapes from examples will be
smaller than those from conventional methods. Similarly, in practice, re-sculpting efforts
to obtain the same example shape are reduced, which is particularly useful in productions
since re-sculpting badly collapsed shapes is difficult and tedious.
Therefore we propose to layer pose space deformation upon spherical blend skinning.
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The system flowchart is illustrated in the Figure 6.6.
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Figure 6.6: System Flowchart

6.4

Results a n d Discussions

SBS presents a better blending on joint transformations compared with SSD, and furthermore it does not introduce too much run-time cost. But the blending is still constrained
in spherical space and the quality is far from being satisfied in production point of view.
Combining PSD with SSD seems a nice solution and is already widely practised in productions, however there are some artifacts that this strategy is not capable of dealing
with (one case is shown in Figure 6.5). This is the motivation for the work of this chapter,
in which a layered skinning framework by combining example based approach and SBS
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is proposed. It blends rotation transforms in spherical space and consequently removes
typical artifacts resulted from linear blending of SSD. The advantage of our framework
over the traditional method PSD is shown by the experiment of "elbow twist" (Figure
6.5).
This work is published in [150]. The one-time setup computation involves the joint
weight uji discussed in Section 4.4 and the pose weight W in Eq. 5.4. Other elements such

m

W

W

FK

Figure 6.7: Spherical Skinning from examples: Arm; Upper row shows 4 examples; bottom
row shows interpolated models from examples
as Qp, rp, Mf, dv have to be evaluated at runtime. [84] also shows one strategy to speed
up the runtime performance. Since [121] demonstrates that the real-time performance
on weighted PSD by implementing the vertex transformation on GPU is possible, our
method has the potential for improvement in speed. The method is implemented as a
Maya plug-in which can be incorporated into the production pipeline immediately. Figure
6.6 shows the flow chart of this layered framework. Figure 6.7 gives two interpolation
results of a human arm from four examples. Fig. 6.8 shows interpolation results from
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two examples of a human leg. Fig. 6.9 shows a group of shapes of human hand. All tests
are conducted on a PC with 3.2G CPU and 2G RAM and the related data are listed in
the table 6.1.
Models
Verts
Faces
Number of joints
Number of examples
Average FPS

Arm
7276
7224
6
4
3-4

Leg
6458
6440
4
2
2-3

Hand
3600
3600
24
5
2-3

Table 6.1: Statistics for SBS from examples
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Figure 6.8: Spherical Skinning from examples: Leg; Upper row shows 2 examples; bottom
row shows interpolated models from examples
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j»»jt*

Figure 6.9: Spherical Skinning from examples: Hand; Upper row shows 5 examples;
bottom row shows interpolated models from examples
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Chapter 7
Skinning on Progressive Decimated
Examples
In this chapter, augmented deformation sensitive decimation (ADSD) is proposed to represent a set of example meshes. This method provides progressive multiresolution forms
for examples, which allow scalable animations and maintain the connectivity of all examples during arbitrary sequences of decimating operations. Meanwhile, compared with
deformation sensitive decimation (DSD), ADSD respects the large deformations in examples, which presents a more balanced decimation throughout all examples. Skinning
existing animation frames or examples is exploited actively to find the most suitable
scheme that is capable of capturing deformations from given mesh sequences. It is necessary to approximate joint transformations using a fitting algorithm that usually involves
solving a large scale linear system. ADSD can significantly decrease the dimension of
this system. On the other hand, the results of the previous chapters are used with this
multiresolution form, to build a more general layered framework to produce smooth and
scalable animations.

7.1

Introduction

More and more animation skinning schemes seek the help of example models to obtain the
best visual quality, either through interpolations on the fly [96, 132] or by approximating
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associated parameters [107, 143] that may be the most representative to given models.
Examples can be obtained by artistic sculpting, 3D scanning or sampling from existing
animation sequences. How to build a skinning framework which is consistent with given
examples raises many problems in related fields.
The very initial examples have only geometric information such as those from 3D
scanning. Registrations address the problem of building local topology (connectivities)
through all examples. Constructing global topology such as pose configurations for example meshes involves many works in motion capture, in which approximating transformation parameters is an initial step. For those examples with correspondence (i.e. each
vertex in one example should be associated with a particular vertex in other examples
[104]) and also being paired with skeletal configurations, further refinement is needed
on fitting skinning parameters (i.e. joint weights) to given examples. The above tasks
are performed off-line compared to runtime interpolations, in which off-set displacements
between examples and corresponding skinned geometries are evaluated at runtime.
There are extensive works on static mesh decimation, which can be applied to many
tasks requiring level of details, animation compression and transferring. Recently a few
works have been involved in decimating deforming meshes. In this dissertation, registration problem will not be tackled and it is assumed that examples are corresponded.
Other preliminaries include a skeletal structure at the rest pose and a group of joints for
each vertex indicating influence relationship. A coarse "weight-painting" (i.e., a practice
to fine tune joint weights) to initialize the amount of such influences will be conducted.
Based on the above preliminary works, example meshes are first reconstructed as
multiresolution models using augmented deformation sensitive decimation (ADSD). This
progressive representation is able to handle large deformations while maintaining connectivity throughout all examples. Furthermore, for approximating joint transformations
through fitting algorithm, decimated meshes from the above representation can be used to
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improve computational performance substantially by reducing system dimensions while
preserving sufficient visual quality. It will be demonstrated that joint association as well
as joint weights can be propagated throughout progressive models from detailed meshes
to decimated ones. Thus existing fine tuned animations can be down scaled as required
for other applications directly. Finally, recovered pose parameters from Section 4.3 will
be applied to perforin PSD on progressive decimated examples.

7.2
7.2.1

Decimating Example Meshes
QSlim Algorithm

Garland and Heckbert introduce the QSlim algorithm by minimizing a set of quadric error
metric (QEM) functions to perforin simplifications on static models [61]. One function of
that set is defined as a sum of squared distance between vertex v to its adjacent planes.
A plane can be represented as [nx, ny, nz, —n• a] , in which a is a point through the plane,
and n is the plane normal vector. The distance function is then given as:

d(v) =

£

(p'-vf

peplanes(v)

=

V

\PP)V

X]
p€planes(v)

= v(

^2

pp')v

p€planes(v)

The quadric associated to a vertex v can be generated as:

Qv=

J2

PP

(Eq. 7.1)

pG.planes(v)

and the distance function becomes:
d(v) = v'Qvv

(Eq. 7.2)

When contracting an edge formed by vertices V\ and v2, an optimal vertex Vopt will be
found out by minimizing d(w) = w Qi^w, where Qi,2 = Qi + Qi- d(vopt) is contraction
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cost of the edge formed by v\ and v2. All contraction costs will be placed into a min
priority queue, which gives the order of edge contractions in the process of simplification.

7.2.2

Augmented Deformation Sensitive Decimation (ADSD)

DSD

ADSD

Figure 7.1: Deformation Sensitive Decimation on two cylinder examples with 70% decimations. Left: DSD; Right: Augmented DSD.
Deformation sensitive decimation (DSD) is proposed to decimate a group of examples
while maintaining connectivities through all meshes [107]. Compared with QSlim for one
single static mesh, DSD utilizes the same QEM scheme to find an optimal vertex for
each contraction but places the sum of corresponding costs of all examples into the min
priority queue. Therefore each heap key becomes YliLi d(vipt) > where N is the number
of examples.
Instead of simply summing the cost of each example, we propose the augmented
DSD (ADSD) by employing a sum of the squared costs as a heap key. Intuitively, for
those parts with larger deformations (i.e. bending elbows ), it is better to perform fewer
contractions to maintain those deformed details. Therefore, we have heap keys as:
N

k = Yld2Kt)

(Eq. 7.3)

Compared with decimating a single static mesh, either in DSD or ADSD, the priority
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Figure 7.2: An example of ADSD
queue is only used to manage contraction orders. Thus we can adjust those orders as
needed, such as using a weighted linear sum, in which contractions with larger weights
will be placed behind those with smaller weights in the priority queue. In this dissertation, a simple sum of squares will do. By the maimer of squaring, penalties employed
on highly deformed parts are much more severe than those from a single linear sum. In
other words, ADSD performs decimation in favor of those parts without many deformations throughout all examples, and leaves highly deformed parts with low priority to
contract. Thus, deformed details will be preserved given sufficient resolutions. Figure
7.1 demonstrates how ADSD is advantageous to DSD.

7.3

Skinning on Progressive Models

In this section, with the progressive multiresolution mesh examples in place, we will
exploit this representation to assist automatic updating of weight map through meshes
with varied resolutions and approximating joint transformations for example meshes.
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Figure 7.3: Mapping from progressive models; From left to right, edge contractions
are performed progressively. Large greyed points are corresponded in mapping through
multiresolution representations.

7.3.1

Mapping between Progressive Meshes

Given a progressive model, we denote two meshes Si and Sj with resolutions as Ri and
Rj respectively, where 0.0 < Rj < R^ < 1.0. Our mapping scheme maintains an index
list indJist for Sj, each entry of which, say UnJist[v], records the index of a point in
Si that is closest to a point v in Sj. To find the closest point in Si, we need not loop
through the whole geometry, because associated candidates from Si can be found through
a sequence of vsplit operations [74] and this group is much smaller than that of whole Si.
A simple illustration on index association is shown in Figure 7.3, and Figure 7.4 shows
typical edge collapse (ecol) and vertex split (vsplit) operations.

Figure 7.4: vertex split. Image courtesy of Hugues Hoppe [74]
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7.3.2

Automatic Joint Weight Updating

As mentioned earlier, initial pose configurations including skeletal joint structure, jointvertex associations and joint weights are manually built. But this procedure is performed
only as a one-time setup for each model at the rest pose. Either "weight painting" or
solving should be performed on the original model. Thus, given the index list from the
previous discussions, for any mesh with lower resolution, assigning the weight information
of the original component indicated by the index list directly will suffice. Figure 7.5
demonstrates joint weight updating results for a progressive decimated horse model.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7.5: Joint Weight Mapping: (a) joint weight is painted for a mesh with resolution
of 30%; (b) mesh of 5% is skinned by automatic mapping from the model on the left.

7.3.3

Fitting through Decimated Models

Approximating joint transformations is commonly a fitting procedure by minimizing least
square errors between fitted geometries and given examples. As mentioned earlier, it is
assumed that joint hierarchy, influence associations and weights are already given. Joint
transformations are then the only unknown variables which can be solved through a
linear system. This linear system is derived from a problem of minimizing least square
errors, which is essentially to find best transformations that are able to obtain a mesh
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(a) original example meshes: 8431 verts

(b) 30% decimation: 2535 verts

(c) 10% decimation: 850 verts

Figure 7.6: Two example results from Augmented DSD on 11 horse poses
most closest to a given example. We build this linear system in a very similar manner to
[83], in which:
Ax = b
where x is the unknown vector with the dimension of 12J, and J is the number of
joints, b is a 2>M vector with M equal to the number of vertices of a given example. A
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is a 3A/ x 12J matrix constructed from vertex weights, rest-pose vertex positions and
influencing joint sets.

Figure 7.7: Fitting examples to approximate joint transformations using R4 = 0.3, Rj
0.1 and Mi = 2535, Mj = 850; (a) decimated examples; (b) fitted examples.

Different from [83], we will not use all vertices from example geometries to build
the linear system. Instead, we use a reference mesh as a facility, which is obtained
from a decimated model with a specific resolution normally much lower than that of
the original. If two meshes from one progressive model have resolutions as Ri and Rj
(0.0 < Rj < Ri < 1.0), we denote the number of vertices of these two meshes as M*
and Mj respectively (Mj < Mi). An index list indJist for Mi and Mj is then built
as discussed in 7.3.1. To build a joint transformation for Mj, we simply sample those
points listed in indJist.

Then the linear system has the same form but with a smaller

dimension:

A'x = b '

where A becomes 3Mj x 12J and b is a 3M, vector. Dimensions of the linear system
are decimated by 3(Mj — Mj) x 12J. Take the horse model as an example. If Rj = 1.0,
Rj = 0 . 1 , then the space for storing A will be reduced by almost 20 mega bytes (assuming
each entry is a float). Although we do not need such space since A is a sparse matrix
with many zero entries, the reduced dimensions are still significant.
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Figure 7.8: A flowchart of PSD on decimated examples.

7.4

Pose Space Deformation on Progressive Decimated Examples

In this section, pose space deformation (PSD) is applied on reconstructed examples to
generate interpolated shapes. These new shapes in turn, can be represented in multiresolution form. In this section, we provide a framework catering to the scenario that only a
few geometric example meshes are given and expressive animation is expected to be the
output. The proposed ADSD (Section 7.2.2) is used for tackling the complex geometry
issues and pose parameters (Section 4.3) served to build the SSD model. Finally we
apply PSD on these examples to produce expressive animations.
A flowchart of our framework is shown in Fig. 7.8. The input to our system is
a group of N example meshes. These example meshes comprise only vertex positions
and connectivity information. The framework will output a sequence of frames as an
expressive animation for the given examples.
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7.5

Results and Discussions
Resolution
10%
20%
30%
40%
50%
60%
80%
100%

Verts
850
1693
2535
3378
4220
5062
6746
8431

Faces Fitting Time
1685 5s
6s
3368
10s
5052
12s
6738
15s
8422
10106 17s
13474 24s
16843 50s

Memory
5.3m
10.56m
15.8m
21.07m
26.33m
31.68m
44.22m
52.76m

Iterations
616
418
414
399
376
367
400
560

Residuals
0.017
0.016
0.014
0.013
0.015
0.012
0.01
0.39

Table 7.1: Statistics for fitting a decimated horse model: fitting time and required memory is proportional to decimating resolutions

The main objective of the entire dissertation is about how to deal with the given
examples to generate animations. Although the skeletonization method from Chapter 3
is independent of the geometries of given examples, the complexities of them still impose
a high computational cost. There are many works dedicated to decimating a single
mesh, but very few of them consider a group of example meshes or take into account of
varying deformations presented in different examples. The target of this chapter is thus
to provide a representation scheme for the proposed methods in the previous chapters.
The classic decimation scheme used for a group of examples is improved to deal with
character examples that usually contain very large deformations.
The work in this chapter is published in [149, 151]. The implementation is performed
on a PC with Dual Core 2.66 GHz, 2G RAM and a Quadro FX 560 Graphic Card.
Statistics of approximating joint transformations for a progressive horse model at one
single specific pose with varied resolutions are given in Table 7.1. Note that fitting
time and required memory are proportional to decimating resolutions. Fitting time
referred here is the only cost for solving LSQR problem excluding other transforming and
displaying operations. We adopt the same error metric for measuring fitting accuracy as
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in [80]. 10 example poses are fitted given a reference mesh with resolutions varied from
0.9 to 0.05. The error statistics are shown in the Figure 7.9, in which we can see that
using a reference mesh with a resolution as low as 0.1, we can still obtain almost the
same qualities as a resolution of 0.9. But fitting time and required memory for solving
the linear system are almost reduced by 90%. Figure 7.10 presents more experiments
with models fitted through decimated reference meshes.
Contributions made in this chapter include 1) ADSD is proposed to represent a set of
example meshes to provide a multiresolution form while maintaining the connectivities
throughout the decimation. At the same time, decimation is performed in a manner that
the part heavily deformed in examples will be withheld to be decimated while other part
with less deformation will be decimated beforehand. 2) Decimated examples with correspondence can assist the fitting procedure for approximating transformation matrices
by decreasing the dimension of the linear system. 3).By integrating PSD and ADSD,
as well as the results from the previous chapters such as skeletonization, parameterization, weights augmentation, a system taking a set of example meshes to produce visually
pleasing, scalable and pose consistent animation is formulated and achieved.
Table 7.5 provides statistics of experiments on pose space deformation on progressive
decimated meshes. PSD on decimated mesh shows a significant gain on performance by
trading off some visual qualities as shown in Fig. 7.11, Fig. 7.12 and Fig.7.13.
horse (3 poses)
Res. #Face. FPS

camel (4 poses)
Res. #Face. FPS

10% 1684
40% 6738
80% 13474

10%
40%
80%

60
45
30

4382
17526
35052

49
23
12

Table 7.2: Runtime performance for PSD on decimated models.
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Figure 7.9: Fitting horse model with 10 examples: error of fitting for increasing decimating resolutions. Even for resolution lowered to 0.1, the fitting quality is almost as
accurate as resolution of 0.9.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7.10: Fitting example using decimated reference meshes, (a) Two decimated
reference meshes: Lion(1000 verts) and Cat( 723 verts); (b) Fitted examples with original
resolutions: Lion (5000 verts) and Cat (7207 verts).

3 Example Poses

Interpolated Multiresolution Poses

Figure 7.11: Horse: original mesh has 16843 faces. 3 example meshes are used; Interpolated Poses: Left: 1684 Faces (10%); Middle: 6738 faces (40%); Right: 13474 faces
(80%).
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4 Example Poses

Interpolated Multiresolution Poses
Figure 7.12: Camel: original mesh has 43814 faces. 4 example meshes are used; Interpolated Poses: Left: 4382 faces (10%); Middle: 17526 faces (40%) ; Right: 35052 faces
(80%).
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Figure 7.13: Armadillo: original model has 331904 faces. 2 examples are used; Upper
row: models with 1% of resolution; Bottom row: models with 30% resolution; Left and
middle columns: example poses; Right column: interpolated poses.
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Chapter 8
Conclusions
Animating articulated characters to tell a story provides abundant application in education, communication, scientific research and entertainments. Current procedure of
character animations requires considerable amount of labor and time from skilled and
talented artists. Exploring potentials in a character shape together with a set of example
meshes in varied poses to enhance the animation methodology will definitely help in producing animations efficiently. However, many available example meshes are too complex
to use directly for animation production. Furthermore, most of those examples are pure
geometry meshes and lack sufficient pose information, which is critical in enhancing the
underlying skinning model. Encompassing the above problems, in this dissertation, a set
of methods is proposed and investigated to facilitate animation production.

8.1

Contributions

Character skeletons are extracted automatically from examples using harmonic oneforms. The extracted skeletons are well centered, anatomically structured and positioned.
The extraction methodology is independent of the geometries and topologies of given examples, which means it is well suited to 3D scanning where example meshes in varied
poses usually present very different sampled vertices.
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Semantic pose parameters are recovered from example geometries to enhance the
underlying skinning model and serve as interpolation variables for pose space deformation
(PSD). With these parameters, joint-vertex weights from the underlying skinning model
can be fitted to given example meshes. These parameters, including Euler angles and
scaling values of skeletal joints, also provide a flexible interface to animators and allow
them to tune key framing to produce animations as desired.
PSD is improved by introducing an inverse operator which is analyzed and demonstrated to present better visual qualities in shape interpolation. An optimization scheme
is formulated providing a practical framework in real productions.
Spherical blend skinning is revised to replace with the conventional skinning model.
PSD is layered upon spherical blend skinning to produce better visual qualities. This
combination can capture some deformations (i.e."elbow twist") that are difficult to produce by simply applying PSD.
Augmented deformation sensitive decimation (ADSD) is proposed to present a set of
example meshes, which is an ideal choice that detailed example meshes can be used as any
desired resolution while vertices are still corresponded throughout all examples. Strict
correspondences are critical to performing PSD since a vertex correspondence throughout
examples are required. Besides, highly decimated examples can decrease the dimension
of the linear system to solve pose transformations while accuracy is still maintained.
Finally, ADSD shows nice properties on respecting large deformations in the original
example meshes compared with DSD.

8.2

Future Works

An immediate direction is to optimize the recovered pose parameters by fitting the underlying skinning model to given examples. Converting from Euler angles and scalars of
skeletal joints to transformation matrices is a non-linear procedure, and thus formulating
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and solving a non-linear optimization problem is challenging. Although local minimum
exists for a non-linear problem, the recovered parameters presented in this dissertation
can be used as a good initial value. Effective constraints for the parameters also need to
be developed carefully. For instance, these parameters cannot be negative, joint scalars
cannot be larger than corresponding bone length and Euler angles must be less than 180
degrees etc. A carefully designed optimization scheme will improve the pose parameters
significantly. The aim for optimizing pose parameters is to refine the underlying skinning model. In this dissertation, joint-vertex weights are refined based on recovered pose
parameters, which if optimized will definitely improve the fitted weights. The refined
skinning model will decrease the disparity between deformed mesh and example mesh.
Large disparities or displacements will result in vibrating effects when PSD is applied.

Figure 8.1: Multiresolution Skinning. Left: a rough decimated mesh is deformed by a
skeleton through skinning method; Right: a detailed mesh is recovered by propagating
deformations through the rough mesh.
Another direction to be developed is a multiresolution skinning system based on the
proposed augmented deformation sensitive decimation. In this system, characters are represented by multi-layered resolutions, and deformations are propagated along these layers
starting from the underlying skeleton, passing through progressive decimated meshes, and
finally reaching to the detailed mesh with original resolution (See the Figure 8.1). This
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framework mimics the real production procedures in an inverse direction, in which a
rough character model is built and skinned. That rough model is refined to produce a
smooth model. The deformation produced by skeleton is transferred to the smooth model
through the rough model. The rough model is generated through progressively decimating the detailed model. The deformation propagation will recover the mesh details while
building from rough models in the real productions cannot produce any detail features
but only bring out a smooth version of that rough model. The challenge in developing
this framework is to define a relation between the decimated mesh and the original mesh,
and that is how to propagate the deformations generated by skeletons. This strategy
presents a valuable advantage that skinning a rough model is much easier than skinning
a detailed one since the mapping from skeletons to a detailed model is difficult to design.
That is the reason why a rough-to-smooth scheme is adopted in real productions. There
is a related work, which builds affine transformation between a rough model to a detailed
model [136], that may perform this task.

Figure 8.2: Pose Adapted Skinning. Left: a heavy bending arm demanding more vertices
to display details; Right: a rest arm with fewer vertices.
Another possible direction is to design a scheme to perform resolution adapted skinning, in which a character will adapt its resolution automatically according to its pose.
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The pose parameters present the amount of deformation. For instance, a. larger Euler
angle may indicate a heavily bending elbow. In this case more vertices are required to
display the deformed details (See the Figure 8.2). On the other hand, a smaller deformation demands fewer vertices. This scheme is similar to the work in [73], in which
the resolution is adapted based on viewing distances and directions. However, designing
such a scheme is valuable or not to applications needs to be carefully evaluated, since
the workload of adjusting resolutions may be penalized at the expense of the runtime
performance.
Besides the above research directions, several issues are being considered to refine our
framework.
• Refine the Mapping Scheme. Skinning is a procedure that maps surface vertices to skeletal joints. In this dissertation, only joint weights are fitted which
actually measure the "how much" in the mapping. Another critical issue is "which
should be mapped to which?". This problem is usually addressed in segmentation
methodology. In this dissertation, a simple proximity is adopted as the criterion to
assign vertices to associated joints. This criterion works in most situations, but fails
sometimes and results in a wrong assignment that some vertices are assigned to a
joint which is spatially near but hierarchically far to those vertices (illustrated in
Figure 4.5). Adopting geometric proximity may improve the mapping significantly
like in [99], which is our ongoing works.
• Hardware Implementations. GPU implementations on SSD will improve the
performance of the entire pipeline. The implementations of SBS [13] and PSD
[121] using GPU, which should be realized for a practical system ready for real
productions are also reported recently.
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• Weighted PSD. [121, 90] produce nicer deformation results compared with traditional PSD at some expense of efficiency. In the original SBS method, rotation
parts are extracted from transformation matrices, and then converted to quaternions that are further linearly blended by joint weights. We believe this operation
can provide another suitable pose space for deformations, since the weight blending performed in WPSD has been implemented in the similar manner. We can also
incorporate this feature without much implementation efforts.
• Analysis on Spherical Space.

[84] still builds SBS based on the scheme of

SSD, leaving some potential features of spherical space unexplored. Further, joint
weights are also solved by assuming SSD is the underlying deformation scheme.
How to fully explore the spherical nature of transformation blending is our ongoing
works.
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Appendix A
Implementation
Detailed description on implementation and system design is discussed in this Appendix.
Maya API is chosen as the implementation tool and a set of plug-ins are delivered as
the prototype for this dissertation. In this chapter, an overview on Maya API is first
presented with the reasons why it is an ideal tool for delivering animation prototypes.
What follows is the specific description on implementation details for the works of this
dissertation. In the end, an integrated prototype and work flow issues are presented.

A.l

Software and Libraries

A.1.1

Maya Architecture and Programmability

Maya is a powerful tool for modeling and animation, and is widely used in areas which
need to produce stunning visual effects. Besides being a content generating tool, it is also
designed as an open, flexible and extensible product 1 . The core part of Maya architecture
is a very efficient database which is called Dependency Graph (DG). Information in
this database is organized in structures called nodes, configurable properties of which
can be accessed trough attributes. Attributes with similar types can be connected, and
Maya will handle the data flow among different nodes. Upon the DG core, a highly
customizable user interface is built using Maya Embedded Language (MEL), which
1

Autodesk Maya API — White Paper
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Figure A.l: Maya Interfaces
can be used to automate and integrate work flow or to implement some algorithms
without critical requirements on runtime performance. For very complex algorithms,
implementations with DG level through C + + are required. Figure A.l presents a set
of interfaces that are quite frequently referred when a developing task is involved. 3D
objects are usually displayed in a perspective view panel (Area 1). Area 2 is the Plug-in
Manager which links plug-ins ( .mil file in windows and .so file in linux) to Maya. Area
3 is the Script Editor, in which MEL scripts can be edited and executed. Area 4 is the
window called Hypergraph that helps users to investigate the structures and connections
of dependent nodes.
Maya provides a set of generic classes with different functions in DG level.

For

instance, "MPxCommand" is to create a command which can be executed in Maya
command line. A deformation algorithm working on a mesh or NURBS surface can be
implemented by instancing the class "MPxDeformerNode". Customized object shape can
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be obtained by instancing "MPxSurfaceShape", etc. If a new type of node is implemented
and inserted into DG, extra cares must be taken since it only works with other nodes.
The connection and attribute relationships determine when and how to evaluate these
nodes. In other words, the input and output of the customized node have to be carefully
designed and implemented.
Attributes are presented as "MObject" in Maya API, and usually defined as static
members of an instanced class. Input and output attributes are implicitly built through
"attributeAffects" functions, which is a built-in function in "MPxNode". Another builtin function "compute", taking an input to calculate an output, is the core of a node.
The data-flow is then set up within the customized node. When the output attribute is
explicitly required in DG, the node will be evaluated exactly as executing the function
"compute". More interesting details and materials can be found in [56, 57].
Maya API provides an interface of the fundamental building blocks of arbitrary 3D
tasks, and therefore it is very flexible to implement algorithms. Furthermore, Maya itself
provides good data structures for 3D shape representations ( NURBS surface, subdivision
surfaces, meshes ect.), related functions (interpolations, intersections etc.) and powerful
features (key-framing, vertex editing, rendering etc.). Thus graphics related ideas or
algorithms can be quickly implemented with convincing demonstrations.

A. 1.2

Dependent Libraries

Besides Maya API, several libraries are adopted to provide desirable features such as
generic data structures and robust numerical implementations.
• S T L / B O O S T Standard Template Library (STL) is heavily used for this dissertation including generic containers (vector, list and map etc.) and related algorithms.
A class with an assignment operator function is valid for STL containers. Almost
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all objects in Maya API have built-in assignment operators and therefore applicable to STL containers. Smart pointers in BOOST are also adopted to deal with
memory issues which are quite common in C + + programs.
• T N T / J A M A The Template Numerical Toolkit (TNT) is a collection of interfaces
and implementations of numerical objects useful for scientific computing in C + + 2 .
In this dissertation, 2D vector from TNT is used as a matrix representation. Several
linear operations such as singular value decomposition (SVD) etc. are also provided
by TNT. Another advantage is that TNT does not require to be compiled and
installed, and including a set of header files is all that is needed to get TNT/JAMA
work.
• QSLIM QSlim3, a mesh simplification method, is proposed and implemented by
Michael Garland [61]. Basically, for this dissertation, the heap structures of a
polygon mesh and the quadratic structure for each vertex with adjacent planes are
borrowed for progressive skinning.

• Optimization An optimization class which provides "Powell" and "Conjugate
Gradient" solvers is implemented. This class uses the vector structures provided
by TNT and produces the results that have data structures consistent with Maya
API.

• R B F Interpolation RBF solving procedures are wrapped into a single class, which
mainly involves computing the Eulerian distances of different poses and a linear
matrix solver for obtaining weights from key poses.
2
3

http://math.nist.gov/tnt/index.html
http://mgarland.org/software/qslim.html
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A.2
A.2.1

Implementation Details
Skeleton Subspace Deformation

In Maya, SSD is a built-in function with the name "smooth skinning". To use it, simply
provide an object (NURBS surface or mesh) with a set of structured skeleton joints.
Maya will deal with how to apply SSD for them through "smooth skinning". However
Maya only provides a default setting, and users need to tweak some parameters or even
assign vertex-joint weight manually (through a tool called "weight painter") to obtain
better skinning effects. In this dissertation, SSD has to be explicitly implemented since
spherical blend skinning is implemented based on SSD. A highly simplified pseudocode
of algorithm SSD is presented in Algorithm A.2.1. It takes a new "pose" of a skeleton
as an input and computes the positions of associated mesh vertices ( or NURBS CVs).
The calculation is a linear blending of the transformations from a set of skeletal joints.
The core of SSD is a recursive method that computes each joint transformation through
the skeletal structure (Algorithm A.2.2).
Algorithm A.2.1: SSD(pose)
comment: jointSeU: a set of joints that has influences to vertexi
comment: All value of joints are given from input pose
comment: Wif weight between jointj and vertex\
for each vertexi £ mesh
do for each joint j G jointSeU
{mij <- TRANSFORMAT
ION {j)
do
\vertexi <— vertex\ + Wij * ra^-

Algorithm A.2.2: TRANSFORMATION(J')
if Parent(j) = true
then m* = TRANS FORM AT ION (parent)
else return (m)
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It is straightforward to implement SSD on GPU since only the vertex transformation and
blending are involved.

A.2.2

Example Skeletons by Optimization

Given a skeleton structure and a set of example meshes, finding the pose information
for each example is to solve an optimization problem that is explained in Chapter 4.
The core method is outlined in Algorithm A.2.3, which is to set up an objective function
that is further minimized by Conjugate Gradient methods. The value of the variable
x of which the function value is minimized provides the optimal position of an joint in
example pose.
Algorithm A.2.3: OBJECTIVEFUNCTION(SV, Se, Jr,x)
comment: Jr: a joint in the rest position
comment: Sr: a set of vertices influenced by Jr in the rest position
comment: Se: a same set as Sr but in an example position
comment: x: function varable (joint position in example pose
d<-0
for each vri € Sr, vei € Se
do d <— d + (vri — Jr)2 — (vet — x)2
return (of)2

A.2.3

Paramerizaiton of Poses

The results for skeletal joints from the Algorithm A.2.3 only give the absolute 3D positions
in world space. We still need to parameterize the pose for example meshes. A pose, from
the implementation point of view, is a tree structure, each node of which represents
a joint.

Given a character with a skeleton, the structure of its pose should remain

unchanged. While in an articulate motion, a new ( or different ) pose means that the
skeletal structure is having a specific configuration of nodes. In other words, a pose is an
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instance of tree-structure with specific node values. Here the values could be anything
that is capable of describing the relative motions in the skeletal structure. A 4 x 4
transformation matrix is widely used [80, 106]. However, a matrix is not intuitive for
animators especially when a pose is exposed to be tuned or tweaked. Chapter 4 introduces
the method on using rotation and scaling factors to parameterize joint nodes. This
section presents the implementation details, which are relatively simple since required
data structures and functions are provided by Maya API. The following data types are
heavily used:
Maya API:
MQuaternion
MVector
MEulerRotation
Besides the data structures, essential operations related to them are also provided by
the API. Consider a bone rotation described in Chapter 4 (See Figure. 4.8 ), to obtain
the Euler rotations, just apply the following code:
Code List:
MVector vl, v2;
MQuaternion q = vl.rotateTo( v2 );
MEulerRotation e = q.asEulerRotation();
Through MEulerRotation, we can get euler rotations in radian directly, specify the
rotation order, get rotation matrix or bound the rotation angle by indicating constraints.

A.2.4

Spheric Blend Skinning

The core methods in Spheric Blend Skinning are outlined in Algorithm A.2.4. Several
routines are required such as computing the center of a set of joints, converting a matrix to a quaternion or vise versa. These details are discussed in Chapter 6. From the
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Algorithm A.2.4, we can see that SBS bears a similar structure with SSD, differences
are rotation centers are calculated every frame and the transformation matrices are decomposed to rotation part and converted to quaternions. So SBS presents comparable
runtime performance to SSD.

Algorithm A.2.4: SBS(pose)
comment: jointSeti:

a set of joints that has influences to vertext

comment: All value of joints are given from input pose
comment: Wif weight between jointj and vertexi
for each joint j € jointSeti
do Cj <— RotationCenter(jointj)
for each vertexi € mesh
' for each jointj e jointSeti
(niij +- TRANSFORM AT ION (j)
j I do }q+-q +
iuij*MATRIX2QUATERNION(mij)
[ M <— M + Wij * my
Q=
QUATERNION2MATRIX(q)
vertexi <— Q * (vertexi — Cj) + M * vertex,

A.2.5

Inverse PSD

The idea of Inverse PSD is to calculate delta values in the rest pose before applying the
general skinning method ( SSD in this dissertation). Algorithm A.2.5 generally presents
this idea. The pipeline is almost the same as the Algorithm A.2.1, except that each vertex
is added by a delta value before blended transformation. The delta value is computed
by Algorithms A.2.6 and A.2.7, while Algorithm A.2.7 is one time setup once examples
are given and Algorithm A.2.6 is called in runtime during the animation. In Algorithm
A.2.7, the delta value for each example pose is computed by an optimization method
which is discussed in Chapter 5.
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Algorithm A.2.5: I N V E R S E P S D Q
comment: jointSetf. a set of joints that has influences to vertexi
comment: Wif weight between jointj and vertexi
for each vertexi G mesh
(deltai <- RBFI NT ERPO LATE (pose)
vertexi <— vertexi + deltai
for
each joint j G jointSeti
do <
J m ^ <TRANSFORMATION^)
do
yvertexi <— vertexi + u>ij * m^

Algorithm A.2.6: RBFINTERPOLATE(pose)
ft =
RBFCORE(examples)
for each e$ G examples, u>j G 0
di <— Gaussian(pose, et)
do
§ ^ 5 + u>i * di
return (S)

Algorithm A.2.7:

RBFCORE(examples)

comment: N: number of examples
comment: M: a N x N matrix
comment:

component in M

comment: e,: an example including mesh,and pose
comment: ft: PSD pose weight
for each e< G examples
do ^ =
OPTIMIZER)
for each e, G examples
, J for each e.,- G examples
1 do mjj <— Gaussian(e^e^)
ft = M 1 * d
return (ft)

Implementing the entire work flow of inverse PSD as a plug-in is challenging.

One

reason is that although Maya API does provide a generic class (MPxDeformerNode)
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Figure A.2: Dependent Graph Node for Inverse PSD
to implement deformation methods on meshes, the way that the deformation works is
different from our proposed method. The deformation is supposed to be applied after
SSD, while in our case, we must add the deformation (delta values) before SSD starts
to work. Therefore to implement inverse SSD, MPxDeformerNode is not adopted
instead another more generic class M P x N o d e is instanced. The instanced class which
is supposed to deal with adding delta values before SSD is called "tweakManager" (see
Figure A.2 ). The reason for this strategy is that Maya provides a tweaking function
that is able to adjust the mesh geometries in the rest pose.

A.2.6

Skinning on Progressive Decimating Examples

Algorithm A.2.8 outlines the core method of ADSD, which takes the sum of squared
quadratics of each example vertex as the heap key. The detailed discussions are presented
in Chapter 7. On the performance side, the plug-in will take a few seconds (or minutes
for a set of very detailed meshes) to calculate the heap structures, while the toggle among
different resolutions is relatively faster.
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Algorithm A.2.8: ADSD (examples)
comment: e{. an example including mesh,and pose
for each e* G examples
for each vertexj G meshei
Uij *- QUADRATIC'S(vertexj,
e{
do
\ HeapKeyj «— HeapKeyj + q^
HeapifyieA

A.3

System Integration
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Figure A.3: A set of plug-in files
The prototypes for this dissertation are delivered in form of a set of plug-ins (shown
in Figure A.3), which are several ".mil" files working simultaneously under Maya. Separating the modules as different plug-in files maintains the independency of each proposed
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Character Skinning 'rom Examples - vl.l
Decimation

Decimate Resolution 10.0

Load Rest Pose IpdySurfacel
Load Examples

Pose Parameterization I '* S 3 3

'

SBS

rest
psdPosel

A plugin f o r Maya

Figure A.4: User Interface of Character Skinning from Examples
method and thus all of them are flexible to be changed and improved, while integrating
them into a unified system is a matter of system design or a taste for a specific work flow.
Given those plug-in files, users can work with them by executing commands from Script
Editor or building DG relations through Hypergraph window. However, a user friendly
interface is more convenient for practical work flow. For this dissertation, one interface
is implemented using MEL scripts to integrate these plug-ins (see Figure A.4). And a
typical working scene is presented in Figure A.5.
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Through the interface (shown in Figure A.4), users can import a set. of examples, apply
ADSD progressive decimation, and display them with a specific resolution. The poses
for different examples can be set up and parameterized, and then inverse PSD can work
on them to generate smooth animation. The underlying skinning can be chosen as SSD
or SBS, which presents a better quality with little lost of runtime performance. Other
built-in functions from Maya can help to generate a better demonstration. For instance
after a set of key poses are built, it is straightforward to apply key-frame animation
and there is no need to implement another interpolation scheme to generate in-between
frames, which can be played back directly within Maya. Some artifacts can be detected
immediately. The animated sequences can be rendered as high quality images to produce
a complete video clip.
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